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Monster~ hnve a long history and high standing in the realm or cultural niches. from 

Goliath in the Bible, to Charybdis and ScylIn in Homer, to Count Dracnla, the genre of monsters 

has many admirers. Considering modem media, mon~ters and movies are a likely pairing. 

Celluloid dexterity can illustrate-better thnn any selection or words-heightened emotions, 

suduen movements, special effects, and whatever "seariness" a fan of monsters desire~. The Irish 

playwright and poet Oscar Wilue wrote: 

Pathology is rapidly becoming the basis of sensational literature, 
and in art, as in politics, there is a greal future for monsters. l 

Many years ago, Plaintiff James Warren published several magazines that catered to the 

movie monster audience, which was primarily composed of young males. On the cover of each 

of his magazines, he featured movie monster artwork from many artist~, including Basil Gogos. 

More recently, Defendant 1. David Spurlock prouuced a hook thnt is a career retrospective and 

biography of Basil Gogos. Twenty-tour copies of Gogos artwork, which were previously used by 

Warren for the magazine covers, are used in the book as illustrations and fonn the basis of 

Plaintiffs' primary claim of copyright infringemenL 

Although the evidence is nOl clear that Plaintiffs have ownership rights Lo all of the 

artwork that is the subjel.:l matter of this suit, the Defendant is willing to assume Plaintiffs' 

ownership rights for purposes of the pending motions for SUmlTInfY judgment. Bul even 

assuming ownership, the affinnative defense of fair use requires the Court to grant summary 

judgment in favor of Spurlock on the copyright claim. And, because this Court concludes that 

the evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, shows that Plaintiffs have 

I Saturday Review, May 7, 1887.
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abandoned the Famous Monsters offi1m1and mark, the Court will also grant summary judgment 

on Plaintiffs' common law unfair competition claim. 

I. Background and Procedural History 

A. History of Warreu PubiishiD2 and Magazine Publications 

Plaintiffs in this case are .Tames Wanen ("Warren") and the Warren Publishing Company 

("Warren 11"), ofwhich James Warren is the presidenf and sole shareholder. A different 

company with the saIIle name ("Warren I") was dissolved in 1974. James Warren was also the 

sole shareholder of Warren I, which printed and distributed several magazines and comic books 

in the horror and monster film genre. Warren Tfirst pnblished a magazine entitled Famous 

Monsters of Film land ("Famous Monslers") in 1958. Each issue was at least 68 pages long, 

catered to fans of the movie monster genre, and regularly featured artides, photographs, reviews, 

fan letters, and artwork that all focused on this increasingly popular topic. Two other 

publications that are at issue here, entilled Creepy and Eerie, were also published by Warren I, 

and were ofa similar nature. Warren asserts that as soon as the magazines went to plint, Wanen 

I applied for and received a registered copyright for each issue. Warren provides copyright 

registration numbers for each issue in contention in this suit, asserting that each registration 

number establishes his current ownership. 

B. Ma2azine Cover Art and Basil Gogos 

Warren conunissioned many freelance artists to create images of movie monsters to 

display 011 the magazine covers. Basil Gogos ("Gogos") is one artist who designed cover art for 

Warren L His work appeared on the covers of 51 of the 191 issues of Famous Monsters (more 

than any otber artist), as wcll as the covers of at least two of Warren I's other serial publications, 
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Creepy and Eerie. Gogos was a freelance artist at the time Warren commissioned his works, and 

there is some dispule belween the parties as to who retained ownership of the underlying artwork. 

Warren argues that (JQgos, like olher freelance artists hired to design covers, sold all rights to his 

artwork to Warren I. Spurlock, on the other hand, contends thal Gogos retained ownership over 

his art and only sold to Warren I a license for a one-time use of the art. The issue will be more 

thoroughly discussed below. In any evenl, Warren I filed for bankruptcy and dissolved in 1974. 

C. Basil Goeos Art Book 

Defendant, J. David Spurlock ("Spurlock''), is the sole proprietor of the puhlishing 

company Vanguard Produclions. Spurlock claims that in 2004, he approached Warren about the 

idea of collaborating on a career retrospective of Basil Gogos. Gagos spent a significant part of 

his career designing covers for Warren T, and Spurlock believed that a career retrospective ahout 

Gogos and his (lrt would be inadcquatc without acknowledgment of the period when Gogos 

designed covers for Warren L While there is some dispute over the subslanc.e of lhese 

negotiations, Warren and Spurlock never came to an agreement on the projecL 

Spurlock. however, continued to pursue the idea, and in May 2005, he finalized a deal 

with Gogos to compile and publish the book. In March 2006, Spurlock began selling the book, 

entitled Famous Monster Movie Art of Basil Gogos ("Gogos Book"). Spurlock conlends that the 

book is a work of scholarship that "carefully and respectfully i Ilustrate[s] the vast output and 

evolution of the artist." 

Spurlock included reproductions of Gogos's art in the book that can be grouped into two 

types: (a) fourteen images used in the Gogos Book are reproductions of original art by Gogos 

that were used by Warren as background illustrations for the covers of Plaintiffs' puhlications, 
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but these images were not reproductions of the magazine eo..... ers that ul:ied lhe art; (b) len images 

used are exact reproduetion~2 of covers from issues of Plaintiffs' magazines that utilized Gogos 

art, including the text that was displayed on top of the artwork; and (c) images with no relation to 

Plaintiffs'magazines. Categories (a) and (b) will be more thortlughly l.hscusseu in the following 

section. In total, the hook contains over 160 reprints of Basil Gogos's artwork, twenty four of 

which were from Famous Monsters, Creepy, or Eerie. The book is in its third printing and has 

sold 11,000 copies. Spurlock has personally profited from the hook's puhlication, which at one 

point was priced at $250. 

D. Description and Ownership ofthe JIIuurations Reproduced in the Goeos 
Book 

Plaintiffs' Famous Monsters magazine was publisheu over a number of years, from 1958 

to 1983, for a total of 191 issues. Spurlock's book, entitled "Famous Monster Movie Art of Basil 

Gogos," was first otTcred lor sale in March 2006. 

Plaintiffs claim twenty-four separate instances of copyright infringement Of the len 

images that are ex.act reprouuctions of the entire magazine covers (listed on the chart below), 

which include the text of the cover, it appears that only seven1 of the illustrations are 

reproductions of the actual eo.....ers of Plaintiffs' Famous Monsters magazine.4 There is one image 

2One of the ten covers was only reproduced in the first edition of the Defendant's book, 
as discussed in more detail helow. 

J While Spurlock makes reference to six instances throughout the briefing, that was later 
corrected during the oral argument. (Oral Arg. 49:9-10) ("And, Your Honor, [Plaintiffs' counsel] 
corrected me, and I'm wrong. Let's make it seven."). 

4 While six of these instances are consistent across editions of the Gogos Book, at oral 
argument Plaintiffs highlLghted the fact that the allegedly infringing illustration for one ofLhe 
claims, Count 19, which concerns the CO"ier of Famous Monslers #135 (depicting Glldzilla 
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that reproduces the cover of a copyrighted Creepy magazine published by Plaintiffs, and two 

images that are reproductions of two copyrighted Eerie magazine covers.s The remaining 

fourteen claims of infringement by Plaintiffs concern Gogos artwork that contain no printing or 

other detail, on their face, that would identify them as covers of Plaintiffs' magazines; these 

iJ lustrations in the book consist of only tbe a:rtv.rork tbat Gogos provided for the magazine cover, 

absent the text later inserted on the cover of the magazine. Although this artwork was depicted 

on the cover of Plaintiffs' magazine, the fact that Spurlock's book only uses the original artwork, 

rather than the copyrighted magazine covers, prevents an automatic conclusion that Spurlock 

infringed Plaintiffs' copyrights. 6 The issue of\vhether Plaintiffs also own tbe rights to the 

underlying artwork is. in the fmal analysis, moot because Spurlock concedes Plaintiffs' 

ownership for purposes of the pending motions and because summary judgment will be granted 

on the fair usc defense. Nonetheless, lhese facts are relevant to the Court's analysis and will be 

discussed. 

The deposition testimony shows Ihat Spurlock did admit to copying the ten works lIsed as 

eovers-sevcn works directly Irom Ihe Famous Monslers magazine covers, two works from Lhe 

fighting the Bionic Monster), is dilTerent across editions. As Plaintiffs noted, "the defendant 
changed the book afterwards in the second and third printings. The first printing had a full
blown reproduction of the cover of Famous Monsters, along with the cover art that we assert 
belong to plaintiffs." (Oral Arg. 48:4-8). 

S The two illustrations from the Eerie magazine that are the focus of the last two counts of 
copyright infringement, Eerie No. 26 and Eerie No. 30, were not included in the general pages of 
the book, but were instead part of a "bonus section that came with the deluxe slip case hard cover 
edilion of the book." (PI. 's Mot. Summ. J. Ex. 4 at 117:9-13). 

6 As these facts arc disputed, if Plaintiffs' ownership was detemIinativc, trial would be 
necessary on the issue of ownership. 
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Eerie magazine covers, and one work from a Creepy magazine eover--hy using modem 

computer technology to digitally scan them. 7 However, the facts of record as to the method by 

which the other fourteen illustrations were secured are not clear. Plaintiffs, though having 

moved for partial summary judgment on the issue of infringement, have not met their burden of 

showing no genuine issues of fact as to this second set of illustrations. There is some testimony 

that Spurlock obtaincd the art from an individual who "pilfered" it from Plaintiffs' trash 

dumpster, which may indicate that Warren intended to abandon the arlwork, and other testimony 

that Spurlock copied the art directly Irom the ellrrent owner ofthe original painting.BEven 

assuming the artwork was derived from a copy of Plaintiffs' magazines, the fact thai Spurloek 

placed the illustration in the Gogos Book in the fonn of tile original artwork, as opposed to an 

exact copy of the eovers, prevents this COlirt from finding infringement as a matter oftaw. A 

marc extensive legal discussion concerning the ownership of Gogos's artwork will be prescnted 

below. 

As with using words to describe any work of illuslrative arl, the task of describing the 

Gogos artwork at issue in this case is difficult. These colorful illustrations call for the use of 

7 (Spurlock Dep. 98: 13-16) ("If it's got type on it, it came from lhc aclual printcd 
magazine, and we, yOll know, took those on loan from some collector who had it in their 
collection."); (Spurlock Dep. 99:3-4) ("Q; And then what - what happened? A: They're 
scanned."). 

8 (Spurlock Dep. 97:24-98:6) ('The answer to every original painting from that era is 
going to be the answer I've given you before. It's either going to he from - if we were able lo 
track down someone who owns the original to this day, either there or from an old transparency 
from Theakston."); (Spurlock Dep. 81 :2-23) ("My understanding is that, after the bankruptcy 
officials sorted through the Warren offices, looking for anything that they could auction offwhen 
Warren Publishing was forced out of business through bankruptcy, that whatever was deemcd of 
no value was discarded into the dumpster and that Thcakston sometime later explored that 
dumpster and retrieved somc items for his own possession."). 
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colorful adjectives. The artwork of Basil Gogos, particularly to the extent that it portrays 

monsters amI the genre of monsters, could be characterized as lurid, expressive, scary, haunting, 

disfigured-and n dictionary of synonyms could he consulted to round out this list. In addition, 

tilC colors <:Ire very expressive, consisting of dramatic use of greens, yellows, reds-all colors that 

do not appear in \he face of a nonnal human being, but, according to monster legend, are 

commonly found in the laces of monsters. 

The chart helow will allow a croSS reference to the seven repJOduced covers from the 

Famous Monsters magazine, the one cover from the Creepy magazine, and the two covers from 

the Eerie magazine.9 

Claim of 
PI:r.. ' 
Am. 

Compl. 

Def.'s 
Ex. 
No. 

Magazine - Issue - Date 
- Bates No. 

Page Wbere Illustratlon 
Appears in Gogos Book 

Summary 
of Change 

1 8B Famous Monslers #23 
June 1963, 
Bates No. W0045 

Gogos Book, page 21 more vibrant 
color" and 
rel1ueed size 

6 DB Famous Monsters #60 
Deccmber 1969, 
Bates No. WOO846 

Gogos Book, pagc 72 more vibrant 
color and 
reduced size 

7 14B Famous Monsters #62 
February 1970. 
Bates No. W00414 

Gogos Book, page 74 almost lu II size 
more vihrant 
color 

9 Tt is also important to note that the Gogos Book contains at least three additional 
illustrations that arc copies of other Famous Monster covers, but which Plaintiffs have not 
included in their Amended Complaint as the subject of copyright infringement claims. These 
three illustrations are copies of Famous Monsters of Filmland covers from April 1961, No. I], 
appearing at page 12 of tbe Gogos Book; Novemher 1960, No.9, appcaring at page 18 of the 
Gogos Book; and a reduced copy of a cover from November 1980, No. 169, appearing al pagc 91 
of the Gogos Book (which is placed bcsidc anothcr cover, from issue No. 63, that is the subject 
of one of the claims). Plaintiffs do not explain thcsc omissions. 
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Claim of 
Pis.' 
Am. 

Compl. 

Def,'s 
Fox. 
No. 

Magazine - Issue - Date 
- Bates No. 

Page Where Illustration 
Appears in Gogo... Book 

Summary 
ufChange 

4 lIB Famous Monsters #58 Gogos Book, page 76 more vibrant 
color and 
reduced size 

Octoher 1969, 
Bates No. W00710 

17 24B Famous Monsters #115 Gogos Book, page 82 almost full size 
more vibrant 
color 

April 1975. 
Bates No. W01649 

8 15B Famous Monsters #63 Gogos Book, page 90 more vibrant 
color and 
reduced size 

March 1970, 
Bates No. W00982 

19 26B Famous Monsters # 135 Gogos Book, page 91, first 
edition only 

almost full size 
more vibrant 
color 

July 1977, 
Bates No. W01801 

21 38B Creepy #39 
May 1971, 
Bates No. W00301 

Gogos Book, page 88 approximate Y2 
size and more 
vibrant color 

23 39B Eerie #26 
March 1970, 
Bates No. W02062 

Deluxe slip case hard cover approximate 12 
size and original 
color 

24 40B Eerie #30 
November 1970, 
Bales No. W02130 

Deluxe slip case hard cover approximate Yz 
size and original 
color 

·The statement about "more vibrant color" may reflect age and/or consequences of 

copying into the Appendix filed with the Court; the magazine covers, when they lirst appeared, 

may have been just as vibrant as Spurlock's reproductions. This teon is merely descriptive and 

has no legal consequence. 

E. Plaintiffs' Legal Claims 

Plaintiffs bring two causes of action in their Second Amended Complaint. The first count 
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consists oftwt:nty-Jour claims of copyright infringement ---one claim for eacll imagt: that 

Spurlock used from Warrcn's magazint:s. In addition, Plaintiffs hring a Pennsylvania common 

law claim of unfair competition. Plaintiffs contend that the title of the book, Famous Monster 

Moyie Art of Basil Gogos, along with the copied imagcs of the artist's work, is a 

misappropriation of the goodwi II and valuable recognition dcveloped by Plaintiffs' Famous 

Monsters magazine. PlaintiITs allege thai this title is similar enough to Famous Monsters of 

Filmland to improperly suggest to consumers thallhe Gogos Book is in someway related 10, or 

endorsed by, PlaintiJTs' popular magazine. 

Plaintiffs seek a declaration of copyright infringement and unfair competition, a 

pennallcnl injunction preventing future infringement of Plaintiffs' copyrights and future unfair 

competition, an order requiring the recall of Spurlock's allegedly infringing material, an order 

requiring the destruction of lhe allegedly infringing material with a subscquent report, statutory 

damages, Plaintiffs' costs including allorneys' fees, prc- and post-judgment interest, and punitive 

damages. 

F. Procedurallli!ltory 

Warren Company 11 and James Warren filed the initial complaint against Vanguard 

Productions, Inc. on July 21, 2008 alleging thirty-six claims of copyright infringement pursuant 

to the Copyright Act of 1909, 17 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq. (Doc. 1). Plaintifls later filed an Amended 

Complaint, which is the operative complaint for purposes of the pending motions, against J. 

David Spurlock d/b/a Vanguard Productions on January 14, 2009, instead alleging twenty-four 

claims of copyright infringcmcnt, as wcll as the Pennsylvania state law claim of unfair 

competition. (Doc. 29). 
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After extensive discovery, including several discovery Jisputes that the parties eventually 

resolved with the Court's assistance, the parties Eled several motions, which are currently before 

the Court. First, Spurlock filed a Motion to Preclude Plaintiffs' usc and/or Reliance Upon the 

Expert Report and Testimony of Plaintiffs' "Rehuttal" Expert Witness - Denis Kitchen on May 

12, 2009. (Doc. 48). Two days later, on May 14, 2009, Spurlock also filed a Motion for 

Summary Judgment on all of Plaintiffs' claims. (Doc. 51). Plaintiffs then filed their own Motion 

lor Partial Summary Judgment and for Sanctions (Doc. 49) and a Motion to Preclude 

Defendant's Usc and/or Reliance Upon the Expert Report and Testimony of JcfTrey Rovin (Doc. 

50) on May 14, 2009. Aller Plaintiffs responded to Spurlock's Motion to Preclude on June 2, 

2009 (Doc. 56), responses to the other motions were all filed on June 11,2009 (Doc. 58, 59,60, 

61,62). 

On June 25, 2009, this Court held oral argument on all of the outstanding motions. (Doc. 

72-74). After a productive discussion on the issues with the parties, both side!> filed 

supplemenlal briefs on July 10.2009. (Doc. 76, 77). 

The summary judgment motions are now ripe for this Courl's review. Because summary 

judgment will be entered in favor of Spurlock on both counts, the motions relating to the experts 

will be denied as moot. 

11. Jurisdiction and Leeal Standard 

A. Jurisdiction 

This Court has jurisdiction over the copyright infringement claims under 28 U.S.C § 

1331 and 28 U.S.c. § 1338(a) ("The distrid courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civi I 

action arising unde·r any Act of Congress relating to ... copyrights ... :'). This Court has 
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supplemental jurisdiction over the slale law claim pursuant to 28 lJ.S.c. § 1367. 

B. I.eual Standard 

Summary judgmenl is appropriate "if the pleadings. the discovery and disclosure 

materials on file, and any affidavits show that there is no genuine isslle as to any material fact and 

that the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(e). An issue is 

"genuine" if the evidence is such that a reasonable: jury l,;ould return a verdict for the non-moving 

party. Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986). A factual dispute is 

"material" i1'i1 might affect the outcome of the case under governing law. Id. 

A party seeking summary judgment always bears the initial responsibility for informing 

the district court of the basis for its mohon and identifying those portions oflhe record that it 

believes demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. Celotex Com. v. Catrett, 

477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986). Where the non-moving party bears the burden of proofon a particular 

issue at trial, the moving party's initial burden can be met simply by "pointing out to the district 

court that there is an absence of evidence to support the non-moving party's case." Id. at 325. 

After the moving party has met its initial burden, the adverse party's response must, "hy 

affidavits or as otherwise providec.J in this rule [J set out specific facts showing a genuine issue 

for trial." Fed. R. eiv. P. 56(e). Summary judgment is appropriate if the non-moving party fails 

to rebut by making a factu<ll showing "sufficient to establish the existence of an clement essential 

to that party's case, and on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial.'· Celotex:,477 

U.S. at 322. Under Rule 56, the Court must view the evidence presented on the motion in the 

light most favorable to the opposing party. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 255. 
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III. Copyrii:ht Infrineement Claims 

The first count of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint consists of the 24 claims of copyright 

infringement. "To establish a claim of copyright infringement, a plaintiff must estahlish: (1) 

ownership of a valid copyright; and (2) unauthorized copying of original elements ofthe 

plalntifl's wurk." Kay Berry, Inc. v. Taylor Gills, Inc., 421 F.3d 199,203 (3d CiT. 2005) 

(quoting Dun & Bradstreet Software Scrvs., Inc. v. Grace Consulting, Inc., 307 F.3d 197, 206 

(3d CiT. 2002)). 

A. Ownership 

1. Ownership of the G020S Artwork 

The primary defense in this case offered by Spurlock is, assuming that Plaintiffs have 

established a prima facie ease thalthe Gogos Book infringes Plaintiffs' magazine copyrights, the 

illustrations in the Gogos Book are entitled to the defense of fair use. However, (IS Spurlock 

noles in his response to Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs raised a 

novel claim of ownership to the underlying Gogos artwork in their Motion, that was not initially 

the basis of their copyright claims in the Amended Complaint. Presumably, this assertion is due 

to the fact that, as discussed above, many of the images used for thc Gogos hook were not 

actually copies of the covers of the copyrighted works, but were instead copies of the Gogos 

artwork that was used for the covers. Though Plaintiffs make this assertion in their MOlion for 

Partial Summary Judgment, the material facts at issue arc vigorously disputed. lO 

10 In support of their argument that lhey own the rights to the artwork, Plaintiffs rely on 
17 V.S.c. § 3 as it existed under the 1909 Copyright Act, when it stated that "[t]he copyright 
provided by this Act shall protect all the eopyrightable component parts of the work copyrighted, 
and all maller therein in which eopyright is already subsisting, but without extending the duration 
or scope of such copyrighl. The copyright upon composite works or periodicals shall givc to the 
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To what exlenl Plaintiffs can claim ownership over the artwork produced by Gogos for 

the covers implicates the "work-made-for-hire" doctrine. Both the test to detennine what works 

are included and the legal ramifications of work-for-hire status depend on whether the work was 

prepared prior to the effective date of the 1976 Copyright Acl~January 1, t 978. See 1 M. 

Nimmer & D. Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright § 5.03[B][2][c], at 5-56.1 (2009) (hereinafter 

Nimmer on Copyright). The parties agree that each of the works al issue was created prior to that 

date, and the 1909 Copyright Act therefore controls. See Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp. v. 

Entm't Distrib., 429 F.3d 869, 876 (9th Cir. 2005). 

First, the parties initially dispute whether the artwork is entitled to workwfor-hire status. 

The Second Circuit has held that artwork is a work for hire "[w]hen one person engages another, 

whether as employee or as an independent contractor, to produce a work oran artistic nature," 

which thereby creates a presumption "that the mutual intent of the parties is that the title to the 

copyright shall he in the person at whose instance and expense the work is done." Playboy 

Enters .. lnc. v. Dumas, 53 F.3d 549, 554 (2d Cir. 1995) (quoting Lin-Brook Builders Hardware v. 

Gertler, 352 F.2d 298, 300 (9th Cir. 1965)). Whether a work was created at the "instance and 

expense" oran employer has apparently become the primary test of work- for-hire status. Id. The 

test is also satisfied, and work-for-hire status established, "when the 'motivating factor in 

producing the work was the employer who induced the creation. ," Td. (quoting Siegel v. Nat'] 

proprietor thereof all the rights in respect thereto which he would have if each part were 
individually copyrighted under this Acl." Plaintiffs argue that, by virtue of this statute, the fact 
that the artwork was used in the magazines, which were later copyrighted, gives them 
presumptive ownership over the artwork as well. Plaintiffs have not offered any casclaw to 
support such an argument. And as discussed below, the relevant facts concerning this ownership 
are in serious dispute. 
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Periodical Publ'ns, Inc., 508 F.2d 909, 914 (2d Cir. 1974)). An important factor in this inquiry is 

whether the employer has the right to "direct and supervise the manner in which the writer 

performs his work." Id. (Quoting Picture Music, Tnc. v. Bourne, Inc., 457 F.2d 1213, 1216 (2d 

Cir. 1972)). 

The parties dispute whether Gogos created thc artwork at the "instance and expense" of 

\VarrenlWarren 1. In a declaration provided to the Court, James Warren reealls how the 

commission was initiated and indicates that he exhibited ahnosltotal control over the details of 

Gogos's work. (Warren Ded. ~ 5).11 Spurlock in response argues that these statemcnt~ are legal 

conclusions, and offers thc sworn factual testimony of Jeffrey Rovin (though he is abo offcred as 

an expert), who was involved in much of the activities at issue as an employee of Warren T. 

Rovin stated that for some of the covers, Gogos chose his own picture to use for the artwork, and 

even wherc Warren chose it, Warren had virtually no input into the details of Gogos's painting. 

(Rovin Rep. ~~ 41-45)." 

II "The cover paintings that wcre used as part of and incorporated into the covers of the 
above-identifled magazines and comics, were conceived and created at the instance and expense 
of Publishing and were works for hire ior the benefit of Publishing. These cover paintings were 
conceived by either me or by ~omeone under my direct supervision and control. Once conceived, 
either I or someone under my direct supervision and control offered the assignment to Basil 
Gogos, a freelance artist, to produce these paintings for Publishing. J generally would meet with 
Mr. Gogos a1 Publishing's offices and provide Mr. Gogos with specific instructions as to content 
and appearance of the proposed cover paintings. In this respect, I would provide Mr. Gogos with 
sketches or photographs of what I wanted Mr. Gogos 10 render. ... Afier approving of the cover 
painting-ofwhich I had final say ...." (Warren Dcc!. ~ 5). 

11 "There were two ways by which Mr. Gogos created covers for Famous Monsters. 
Either he was given a black-and-white still photograph to recreate in color, typically illustrating 
an article in the magazine, which he did on his own, outside the office; or else he found an image 
and rendered a painting, which he broughlto the office." (Rovin Rep.'1 41). Rovin then 
provides several examples of covers where Gogos selected a picture or photo that contained 
flaws, which was exactly reproduced in the artwork since Warren and Rovin exerted no control 
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Beyond the significant factual disputes that exist as to whether the Gogos artwork is 

entitled to work-far-hire status, there arc also significant disputes of fact concerning what legal 

rights each party is entitled to if the artwork was a work-for-hire. The parties agree that the 1909 

Act applies, and it provides that, for purposes ofcopyrighl, "the word 'author' shall include an 

employer in the case of works made for hire." Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 

U.S. 730, 743-44 (1989) (quoting 17 U.S.C. § 26 (1976 ed.)). However, the statute does not 

define the term "employer" and does not explieitly provide an assignmeut of rights for 

eommissioned works. Id. at 744. In addressing the issue without the benefit of any statutoI)' 

guidance, courts generally presumed that, for purposes of commissioned works, ""the 

commissioned parly had impliedly agreed to convey the copyright, along wilh lhe work itself, to 

lhe hiring party." Id. Beyond lhis initial presumption, "[w]hether copyright initially vested in the 

independent contractor preparing the work on commission or in the commissioning party always 

ulmcd on the intention of the parties, where that intention could be ascertained." 1 Nimmer on 

Copyright, § 5.03[B][2][0], at 5-56.1 (ciling, inter alia, Brattleboro Publ'g Co. v. Winmill Publ'g 

~,369 F.2d 565 (2d Cir. 1966». However, "[tlhe burden of proof is on the independent 

~ontractor lo demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that such a contraI)' agreement was 

reaehed." Playboy Enters., 53 F.3d at 554-55. 

With no detailed agreement establishing the intent of the parties, each side again presents 

their own version of events. Warren provides in his declaration that he and Gogos had an 

over the artistie proeess. (ld.). "Mr. Warren never, in my expericnec, gave instruetions to Me 
Gogos on lhe pallette or cropping of the original image. Only when the painting was delivered 
did Mr. Warren become involved, often using a tissue overlay to indicate to the art director where 
he wanted the cover blurbs to go, and what color he wanted for the lettering and the Famous 
Monsters logo." (Ravin Rep. ~ 43). 
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agreement thal Warren would gain all rights to the work, and at some point the check that 

Warren wrote to Gogos for payment contained a mark that indicated such an intent. (Warren 

Ded. ,-r 5). U On the other hand, Spurloek offers several pieees of evidence in response to suggest 

that the parties never did intend sllch a transfer of rights. First, Spurlock offers the declaration of 

Basil Gogos himself, who states that he and Warren "had an express gentleman's agreement that 

any art Tereated would be used once only on the cover ofone of his magazines and all of(his] art 

would be returned." (De£ Opp. to Pis.' Mot. Summ. J. Ex. A).',4 

Next, Spurlock offers several pieces of evidence regarding the standard practice for 

ownership of rights to artwork commissioned by Warren. See I Nimmer on Copyright, § 

5.0J[D], at 5-56.12 ("[A] custom or usage whereby certain rights arc reserved to the employee, if 

such custom or usage was known to the parties, or might be presumed to have been so knovm, 

would become an implied in lact term of the contract of employment"). First, Rovin states that, 

"[i]f there were [sic] a general policy regarding cover art, it was this: artists tended to allow 

Warren [] to print, and reprint, the artwork as a eover without obtaining permission or making 

additional paymcnt(s); but artists were free to sell the original art or usc it in career compendia or 

IJ "Although r am not certain of exactly when Publishing began the practice or of its exact 
wording, the checks provided to Mr. Gogos eontained a legend which stated that, by endorsement 
of the check, Mr. Gogos acknowledged payment for serviees rendered on a work for hire basis in 
connection with the commissioned painting and confirmell that Publishing owned all right, title 
and interest in and to the painting (which I called 'worlll rights')." (Warren Decl., 5). 

14 Plaintiffs later rebut this statement with a quote from an interview with Gogos, where 
he slated that "[b]ehind each check were rules about how the covers belonged to Jim [Warren] 
totally! ... It was a work for hire. I signed away all these covers because I neelled a job." 
(Def.'s Mol. Summ. J. Ex. 65 al87); (Daniel Decl. at~ 8, Ex. 1). 
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genre overviews." (Rovin Rep. '127).15 Spurlock lhen oITers the testimony of several other cover 

artists, who testified that they retained the rights to their artwork and only sold Warren a one

time license for thc maga:line covers, 16 thus suggesting that this was the standard practice of 

Warren/Warren I at the time. 

Thcse disagreements preclude coming to a conclusion on the issue of ownership in the 

artwork, and show that there is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether Plaintilfs have 

ownership rights to the artwork that Spurlock used in the book, whieh are the basis of the 

majority ofPlaintifTs' claims. This in itself would be sufficient to defeat Plaintiffs' Motion for 

Partial Summary Judgment on these pieces of art. However, as will he diseussed helow, this 

issue is mooted by Spurlock's reliance on the fair use defense; though, to the extent that it is 

relevant to the lair use analysis, the unsettled ownership of the artwork may hear on Plaintiffs' 

claim that Spurlock engaged in "bad faith" by utili:ling the art in the Gogos Book without paying 

a licensing fee. 

2. Ownership of the Magazine Copyrights 

In addition, Spurlock claims that when Warren I filed for bankruptcy, all assets of Warren 

I, including the copyrights and trademarks at issuc in this case, wcre sold to Harris Publications, 

Inl;. ("Harris"). Warren, however, claims that after all the company's debts were salisfied, this 

intellectual property was transferred to him. as the sole shareholder of Warren I. In 1984, IIams 

15 Plaintiffs rebut this statement, to a certain extent, in their brief on seve.ral grounds. 
(Pl.'s Reply Supp. PL's Mot. Summ. J. at 16 n.51). 

16 (Ken Kelly Decl., Def.'s Resp. PI.'s Mot. Sum111. J. Ex. B, at ~~ 3-5); (Maelo Cintron 
Oed., Def's Resp. PL's Mol. Summ. J. Ex. C, aI1l1l3-4); (Harry Roland DeeL, DeCs Resp. Pl.'s 
Mot. Summ. J. Ex. D, at 'iI'il3, 5, 6); (Don Maitz Decl., Def.'s Resp. Pl.'s Mot. Summ. J. Ex. E, at 
~~ 3-4). 
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disputed Warren's ownership and laid claim to the literary properties of Warren I. In 2000, a 

settlement was reached with Harris whereby Warren and Warren II, which was incorporated by 

Warren in 1998, took undisputed ownership to all of the relevant literary properties. Plaintiffs 

assert that since that time, WatTen and Warren II have been the undisputed owners of the Famous 

Monsters copyrights involved in this suit. Spurlock nonetheless contends that the copyrights 

were issued to Warren I and that Plainlifflj therefore do not have standing to bring this Ijuit. 

3. Ownership of Eerie and Creepy Copyri2hts 

Additionally, there is a dispute between the parties over who owns the copyrights to the 

Creepy and Eerie comics. In Febmary 2007, Warren rr transferred all rights to Creepy and Eerie 

over to a third party, New Comic Company LLC. Spurlock contends that the Purchase 

Agreement transferred the right to sue for any infringement of these copyrights. Plaintiffs, 

however, argue that the right to sue for infringement that occurred prior to the date of the contract 

remained wilh Plaintiffs. 

In any event, despile these disputes over ownership, Spurlock's counsel conceded at oral 

argument that, for purposes ofthc motions for summary judgment, Plaintiffs have satisfied the 

elements of ownership and copying. Sce (Oral Arg. 4: 14-5:24) (Def. Counsel: "My summary 

judgment would presume that he owns them, Your Honor. ... Judge: "And the same thing for 

copying? You conl:ede that as well?" Def. Counsel: "For purposes - yes, absolutely."), 

Spurlock's Motion for Summary Judgment instead focuses solely on the affirmative 

defense of fair use. See (Oral Arg. 5:6-9) (Def. Counsel: "My summary judgmenl would 

presume that he owns them, Your Honor. My summary judgment is ... based upon fair use."). 

Nonetheless. these disputes over ownership may have some bearing on whether Spurlock is 
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entitled to the protection of fair use. 

B. Fair Use Defense 

The dcfcnse of fair use for copyright claims has a long and deep history. "From the 

infaney of eopyright protcction, some opportunity for fair use of copyrighted materials has been 

thought necessary to fulfill copyright's ....ery purpose, '[t]o promote the Progress of Science and 

useful Arts .... '" Campbell Y. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 575 (1994) (quoting U.S. 

Const. art. I, § 8). While the defense was not initially codified in 1790, when Congress first 

establisheu the copyright infringcment cause of action, "the doctrine was recognized by the 

American courts nonetheless." Jd. at 576. The affinnati....e defense of fair use was finally 

codified by the 1976 Copyright Act. Jd. 

The textual basis of the defense now pro .... ides that: 

the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such nse by 
reproduction in copies or phonorewrds or by any other means 
specified by that section. for purposes such as criticism, comment, 
news reporting, teaching (ineluding multiple copies for classroom 
use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. 
Ln detennining whether the use made of a work in any particular 
case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall indude-

(I) the purposc and character of the use, including whether 
such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational 
purposes; 

(2) thc nature of the copyrighted work; 
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and 
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or 

....alue of the copyrighted work. 
Thc fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a 

finding of fair usc if such finding is made upon eonsideration of all 
the above factors. 

17 U.S.C. § 107. Courts do not consider fair use "with bright-line rulcs, for the statute, like the 
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doctrine it recognizes, calls for case-by-case analysis." Campbell, 510 U.S. at 577. The four 

listed factors are not to be considered in isolation and "do not represent a score card that 

promises victory to the winner of the majority." Video Pipeline, Inc. v. Buena Vista Home 

Entm't, Inc." 342 F.3d 191, 198 (3d Cir. 2003) (quoting Pierre N. Leval, Toward a fair Use 

Standard. 103 Harv. L. Rev. 1105, 1110 (1990». Instead, the factors are "to be explored, and the 

rt:~u1ts weigbed together, in light of the purposes of copyright." ld. (quoting Campbell, 510 U.S. 

at 578); sec also Leval, supra, at 1110-11 ("lTbe fair use factors] direct courts to examine the 

issue from every pertinenl comer and to Rsk in each case whether, and how powerfully, a finding 

of fair use would serve or disserve the objectives of the copyright"). "This focus on copyright's 

purpose makes relevant a comparison of the copy with the original: where the copier uses none 

of his own creative activity to transform the original work, holding the fair usc doctrine 

inapplicable will not likely interfere with copyright's goal of encouraging creativity." Video 

Pipeline, 342 F.3d at 198. "[TJhe alleged infringer bears the bnrden of proof' un the issue since 

fair use is an aftirmalive defense. rd. at 197. 

1. Fair Use on Summary Judement 

The threshold issue at this stage of proceedings, in considering Spurlock's reliance on fair 

use, is to what extent district courts may consider such a defense on surrunary judgment. While 

the Third Circuit has not yet speci fieally addressed this issne, the Second and the Ninth Circuits 

have. Both Circuits have generally recognized thal, "[aJlthough the issue of fair usc is a mixed 

qut:stion of law and fact, the court may rt:solve issues of fair use at the summary judgment stage 

where there are no genuine issues of material fact as lu such issues." Bill Graham Archives y. 

Darling Kinderslcy Ltd., 448 F.3d 605, 608 (2d Cir. 2006); Kelly v. Arriha Soft Corp., 336 FJd 
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811, 817 (9th Cir. 2003) ("We also review the conrt's finding of fair use, which is a mixed 

question oflaw and fact, [de novo]."); see also Harper & Row, Publishers. Inc. v. Nation Enters., 

471 U.S. 539, 560 (1985) ("Pair use is a mixed queslion oflaw and fact."). J7 

2. Factor I-Purpose and Character 

The first factor rcquires the Court to consider "the purpose and character of the use, 

including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes." 

17 U.S.c. § 107(1). Thc tirst factor is intended to detennine 

whether the new work "merely supersede[s] the ohjects" of the 
original creation, or instead adds something new, with a further 
purpose or different character, altering the first with new 
expression, meaning, or message; it asks, in other words, whether 
anJ to what extentlhe new work is "transfonnative." Although 
sueh transfonnative use is not absolutely necessary for a finding of 
fair use, the goal of copyright, to promote science and the arts, is 
generally furthered by the creation of transformative work;..;.... 
[T]he more transforrnative the new work, the less will be the 
signiiicance of other lactors, like commercialism, that may weigh 
against a finJing of fair usc. 

Campbell, 510 U.S. at 579 (internal citations omitted). 

Two other considerations in the context of the first fair use factor bear mentioning. First, 

17 The cases sending the fair use issue to trial are remarkably few. See Ass'II of Am. 
Med. Colleges v. Cuomo, 928 F.2d 519, 525-26 (2d Cir. 1991) (reversing district court's grant of 
summary judgmenl after holJing that genuine issues of material tact existed as to fourth fair use 
factor); Byrne v. British Broad. Corp., 132 F. Supp. 2d 229, 236 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (Stein, J.) 
(denying motion for summary judgment after holding that there were genuine issues of material 
fact as to first fair use factor). The cases show that although a district eourt may of course Hot 
deeide questions of fact on summary judgmenL, the district judge can, if the underlying facts are 
not in dispute, apply thosc bets to the law and eome to a conclusion on fair use. Tn other words, 
contrary to many other types of cases in which issues of motive and intent may he important 
(e.g., employment discrimination cases, c[ Hare v. Potter, 220 Fed. Appx. 120, 129-30 (3d Cir. 
2007) (reversing grant of summary judgment where employee created genuine issue of fact as to 
employer's possibly retaliatory motive in not assigning plaintiff to a special program), the court, 
rather than the jury, applies the facts to the governing law, at lea~t as to the fair use defense. 
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much has been made about what impaet an infringing work's "commercial" purpose, as opposed 

to"nonproflt" purpose, has on this first factor. While some language in an earlier decision of the 

Supreme Court had suggested that an infringing work's commercial purpose was dispositive of 

the first factor, see Sony Corn. of A.m. v. Universal City Studios. Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 451 (1984) 

("[E]very commercial use of copyrighted matcrial is presumptively ... unfair ...."), more recent 

decisions have provided ~ome clarification. 

[T]he commercial or nonprofit educational purpose of a work is 
only one element of the first factor enquiry .... [T]hc mere fact 
that a use is educational and nol for profit does not insulate it from 
a finding of infringement, any more than the commercial character 
of a use bars a finding of fairness. 

~amphelJ, 510 U.S. at 584. Jnstead, "the 'fact that a publication was commercial as opposed lo 

nonprofit is a separate factor that tends to weigh against a finding of fair use,'" Jd. at 585 

(quoting~r & Row, 471 U.S. at 562); Video Pipeline, 342 F.3d at 198 ("Ira new work is 

u!:>oo commercially rather than for a nonprofit purpose, its use will less likely qualify as fair."). 

"The crux of the profit/nonprofit distinction is not whethcr the sole motive of the use is monetary 

gain but whether the user slands to profit from exploitation of the copyrighted material without 

paying the customary price." Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 562. 

Second, much has also been made of a defendant's "bad faith" in regards to the first 

factor. While the Supreme Court in Harper & Row stated that good faith and fair dealing were 

required fOr a finding of fair use, 471 U.S. at 562, the Court's later decision in Campbell 

appeared to suggest. though not direclly holding, that this was no longer true, 510 U.S. al585 

n.18; see also Leval, supra, at 1126 ("No justification exists for adding a morality test."). In any 

event, the important lesson on bad faith to he taken from Campbell is that a defendant's "request 
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for permission to use the original" and "being denied permission to use a work do[] not weigh 

against a finding affair use." Campbell, 510 U.S. at 585 n.18. Where the defendant requested 

pcnnission, "the offer may simply bave been made in a good-faith effort to avoid [] litigation." 

a, Transforma1ive Nature 

One of the leading and most incisive explanations of the concept of transfoTITlative use 

come~ from Judge Lcval's seminal law review article: 

The usc must be productive and mu~t employ the quoted maHer in 
a different manner or for a different purpose from the original. A 
quotation of cop)Tightcd matcrial that merely repackages or 
republishes the original is unlikely to pass the test; in Justice 
Story's words, it would merely "supersede the objects" orthe 
original. If, on the other hand, the secondary usc adds value to the 
original-if the quoted malier is used as raw material, transformed 
in the creation of new information, new aesthetics, new insights 
and understandings-this is the very type of activity that the fair 
usc doctrine intends to protect for the enricluncnt of society. 

Leval, supra, at 1111. He later elaborates: 

Quoting is not necessarily stealing. Quotation can be vital to the 
fulfillment of the public-enriching goals of cop)Tight law. The first 
fair use factor calls lor a carcful evaluation whether the particular 
quotation is of the tranSfOlTIlativc type lhat advances knowledge 
and the progress of the arts or whether it merely repackages, free 
riding on another's creations.... Factor One is the soul of fair use. 

Id. a' 1116.'8 

Spurlock contends that his use of Plaintiffs' work in a biography and artist's retrospective 

"is a work of scholarship. comment, and research, and is precise!y the type of work that the Fair 

1M "Quoting" is effectively what Spurlock has done here, but with illustrations, rather than 
words. 
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Use Doctrine is intended to proteel." He argues that, while the original purpose of the covers 

was to sell magazines, his use of the covers is trans formative sincc it is biographical in nature 

and illustrates the "evolution of an artist." Spurloek further notes that, of the 24 covers at issue, 

14 are displayed without any FanlOUS Monsters text obstrucling lhe artwork, and any claims of 

infringement, even if legally valid, are misguided heeause the copying is only of the Gagos 

aTtv.'ork without any reference to Plaintiffs' magazine. 

Plaintiffs respond by arguing that the Gogos Book attempts to present the art in a pure 

form. Although some of the images appear without the Famous Monsters headings and some are 

reduced in size, many arc reproduced in virtually the same size as the original magazinc covers 

(8.5" x 11 "), are the main "focal points" of each page, and arc reproduced for the appreeiation of 

the artistic aecomplistunent-the same purpose for whieh the covers were originally used. 

Additionally, Plainti1fs note that many of the reproductions are unaccompanied by any 

commenlary or criticism and that "[t]he degree of copying and the manner in which the 

reproductions arc prominently displayed, combined with the absence of commentary, is [sic) 

inconsistent with allcged 'scholarship.'" 

There are some eharactcrislics regarding Spurlock's use that do not support his claim of 

fair use. For instance, the fact that Plaintiffs' work is in a periodical magazine format, as 

compared 10 Spurlock's work composed ofa single issue book, is relevant but not determinative. 

See Dlanch v. Koons, 467 F.3d 244. 252 (2d CiT. 2006) ("We have declined to find a 

transfonnativc use when the defendant has done no more than find a new way to exploit the 

creative virtues of the original work."). And, Plainti1fs are correct in noting thallhe covers and 

images are reproduced with liHle or no modification. 
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But the Gagos Hook presents these images for an entirely different purpose. The book 

takes the reader through the history of Gogos's work and his career. It discusses Gogos's time 

creating art [or the covers of James Warren's magazines, chronicles his work that portrayed the 

"Old West," then moves on 10 his art in "men's magazines." The hook also provides 

commentary [rom many respected individuals in the movie monster industry who attest lo the 

quality of the work and his lasting legacy. The Gogos Book is a retrospective and an illustrated 

biography of an artist who was, and remains, important to movie monster enthusiasts. While the 

subject maHer of his artwork may be unconventional, Basil Gogos created significant and highly 

uetailed art, often used as illustrations for magazines, movie posters, and advertisements. The 

Gogos Book utilizes the magazine covers as several examples of those many different 

prouuetions in order to pay homage to his artistic accomplishments. Spurlock's book is focused 

on thc al1 ofone person, Gogos. 

The Warren magazines, on the other hand, do no such thing. Each oflhc magazine issues 

is devoted towards discussing developments in the world of movie monsters, interviewing actors 

in the genre (e.g., Bela lugosi), and advertising various movie monstcr·related paraphernalia. 

With lhe nature of the magazines in mind, the covers were not used for the purpose of paying 

homage to Basil Gogos or to chronicle his career. Rather, these covers were u1ili~~d to help sell 

magazines, for the purpose of describing the latest in monster movies throngh an eye-catching 

display, and to convey to the reader or potential reader what topics the magazine disenssed in that 

Issue. 

As a representative example. for issue number 59 of the Famous Monsters magazine (Lhe 

focus of Plaintiffs' fifth claim of copyright infringement) Basil Gogos created a piece depicting 
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the pornait of a television character, Barnahas Collins, who was a vampire in the television show 

"Dark Shadows." In front of the artwurk, the cover exclaims that the issue contains an article 

"All About Barnahas Collins!". (Def.'s Mot. Summ. J. Ex. 12). The article referred to, entitled 

"Who's A-Frid of the Dig Bad Vampire." pro1ilcs Jonathan Frid, the actor \vho portrays Barnabas 

Collins, and discusses the television show. Importantly, the magazine does not use the artwork 

in order to portray Gogos's talents or chronicle his career. Instead, the art\Vork is used to 

promole the maga.7.ine's article discussing Barnahas Collins and the Dark Shadows show. The 

same can be said of each of the other magazine covers that are at issue in this litigalion. 

As Judge Leval explains, the first factor requires this Court to consider whether the 

infringing work "employ[sJ the quoted matter in a different manner or for a different purpose 

from the original." Leval, supra, at lili. This question is clearly answered in the affirmative. 

Ailer reviewing the Gogos Book and the Warren magazines in detail and in their entirety, this 

Court finds thal Spurlock's use of the Gogos art is lransfomlative relative lo the original purpose. 

Whal is particularly pertinent to this Court's analysis and conclusion is that lhe Gogos 

Book is appropriately characterized as a biography or a career retrospective. As the Second 

Circuit's caselaw indicales, "biographies in general and critical hiographies in particular, fit 

'comfortably within' these statutory L:ategories 'of uses illustrative of uses that can be fair.'" 

New Era Pub!'", ~1l'1. ApS v. Carol Publ'g Group. 904 F.2d 152, ]56 (2d Cir. 1990) (quoting 

Salinger v. Random House. ~IC., 811 F.2d 90, 96 (2d Cir. 1987), cerl. denied, 484 U.S. 890). 

While acknowledging that these categories are not endowed with a presumptive entitlement to 

the defense, Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 561 ("This lis ling was not intended to be exhaustive or 

to ~ingle out any partieular use as presumptively a •fair' use.") (intemal citations omiUed), lhis 
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COlllt's analysis is "guided by the examples" of § lOTs preamble, Campbell, 510 U.S. at 578, 

and the examples help illustrate the purpose offair use and the types of works that meet its 

requirements. That Spur]Dck's book fits "comfortablY within" the statutory categories Dnly 

serves to reinforce this Court's cDnclusion that Spurlock's usc was lransformative. 

b. Analogous Cases 

In coming to its conclusion, this Court finds two cases particularly analogous. First, in 

Bill (iTaham Archives v. Dorling Kindersley Ltd., 448 F.3d 605 (2d CiT. 2006), the Seeond 

Circuit determined that the defendant's coffee table hook, which provided a "cultural history of 

the Grateful Dead," was sufficiently transfOlmalivc, relative to the original purpose of the 

copyrighted images from Grateful Dead event pDsters and tickets, for several reasons. Id. at 608

12. First, the court found that the defendant's book was essentially a 

biographical work documenting the 30-year history of the Grateful 
Dead. While there are no categories ofpresumptivcly fair use, 
courts have frequenlly afforded fair use protecfion to the usc of 
copyrighted material in biographies, recognizing such works as 
forms of historic scholarship. criticism, and comment that require 
incorpomtion of original source material for optimum treatment of 
their subjects. 

Id. at 609 (internal (,;itations omitted). While the copyrighted works were artistic and "were 

apparently widely distributed to generate public interest in the Grateful Dead and to convey 

information to a large number of people about the band'!> forthcoming concerts," id., the 

defendant "used each of [the] images as historical artifacts to document and represent the actual 

occurrence of Gratcful Dead concert events featured on [the book]'s Omeline:' id. The court also 

stated that the defendant's elaim that the use was transforrnative was "strengthened by the 

manner in which [the defendant] displayed the images." rd. at 6\ 1. The copyrighted works were 
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reduced to sizes thal were only large enough "to permit readers to reeognize the historical 

significance of the posters" and were combined "with a prominent timeline, textual material, and 

original graphical artwork, to ereate a collage oftext and images on each page ofthe book," Id. 

Next, the court found that the copyrighted images were only "an inconsequential portion 

of [the defendant's book]," id., recognizing that "[t]he extent to which wIlkensed material is 

used in the challenged work can be a factor in determining whether a biographer's use of original 

materials has been sul1icielltly transfonnative to constitute fair use," id. Decause the defendant's 

book only contained the plaintiffs images on seven, out of 480, pages, and since the images were 

less than 1120th the size of the originals at the most, this too supported the defendant. Finally, 

the court considered whether the "commercial purpose" inquiry worked against a linding of fair 

use for the defcndant. The court concludcd that it did not and stated that the defendant had "nul 

used any uf [the plaintiff] 's imagcs in its commercial advertising or in any other way to promote 

the sale of the book." rd. at 612. With all these considerations in mind, the court held that the 

first fair use factor weighed in favor of the defendant. 

In comparing Bill Graham to the facts at hand, the Second Circuit's analysis illustrates 

the differences between the Gogos Book and Plaintiffs' magazinc eovcrs that establish the 

translonnative nature of the use. First, the difference in purpose, between how Plaintiffs used thc 

magazine covers as compared to Spurlock, is almost idcntical to the difference deserihed in Bill 

Graham. Plaintiffs' magazine covers had been used "to generate public interest" in thc 

magazines and "to convey information" to passers-by of the magazine's content in that issue, 

Spurlock, on the other hand, used the covers "as historical artifacts to document and represent" 

the work product of an accomplished artisL. Second, Spurlock's manner of reproduction is also 
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supportive of fair lise. Many of the images were reduced in size, had tIle cover text and the 

magazine title logo removed, and were the subjcet ofcrjtieism and commentary adjacent to tbe 

art. Where the cover text was nol removed, the images were reduced to only a fraction of their 

original size. As to Plaintiffs' argument that Spurlock could have reduced the larger images or 

changed all oflhem to blaek-and-whitc, such modifications would undermine the very heart of 

the publication, which is to chronicle the acbievements of a renowned artist. Vivid colors are an 

important element in depicting monsters, particularly their faces. The proportion of images in 

the Gogos Book lhal were allegedly improperly used is also small (24 out of t60, or 15%). 

Finally, there is little evidence to support Plaintiffs' claims that Spurlock's use was 

sulliciently commercial in nature to overcome the transformative purpose. Though Plaintiffs 

point out that Spurlock admits to making a pro1i.t from the book, "[t]he crux of the 

prolil/nonprolit distinction is not whether the sole motive of the use is monetary gain but whether 

the user stands to profit from exploilalion of the copyrighled material without paying the 

customary price." Bill Graham, 448 F.3d at 612 (quoling Hawer & Row, 471 U.S. at 562). The 

only arguments Plaintiffs make in supporl of this narrow argument is that: (a) the front flap 

states that art from Plaintiffs' magazines wi II be included; (b) one copyrighted cover is included 

on the back with four other magazine covers; and (c) lhe litle is misleadiug (the same argument 

made for the unfair competition claim). The fact that the front flap, which contains information 

on the contents of the book, accurately informs readers that some of the Gogos images from 

Plaintiffs' magazines are included, cannot seriously be characterized as "exploitation." The 

plaeement of a cover on the back of the book with four other images not from Plaintiffs' 

magazines is relatively minor in nature, even if supportive of Plaintiffs' "commercialism" 
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argument. And, to the extent that PlaintilTs rely on the argument that the title is misleading, 

Plaintiffs have not offered any caselaw to suggest that this would satisfy the "commercialism" 

inquiry. In any event, to the extenlthat any of these relatively minor uses could bc characterized 

as "exploitation" of Plaintiffs' copyrighted works, the transfomJative nature ofSpurloek'~ usc is 

more than sufficient to push the first factor in Spurlock's favor. 

The second analogous case is Holheinz v. A&E Television Networks, 146 F. Supp. 2d 

442 (S.D.N,y' 2001) (Sweet, J.). In Hofheinz, the claim for copyright infringement concerned an 

A&E biography of an actor, Peter Graves. Id. at 443, As with most A&E biographies, the 

60-minute television program contained clips from movies and television shows that Peter 

Graves was involved in, and it also provided commentary from Graves, his family, and his 

friends. hi The biography contained a 20-second dip of one of Graves's movies, "It Conquered 

the World," though the footage was actually derived from the theatriealtrailer. Id. at 443-44. On 

a motion for summary judgment, the court held that A&E's biography did amount (0 "fair use." 

Id. at 449. As to the first fair use factor, the court stated that, while the A&E piece "may not be a 

'scholarly' biography ... the use made of Lhis particular footage from 'It Conquered the World,' 

to show the kind of motion pictur~ roles Graves took when he first began his acting career and 

what his perception of them was, served to enrich the biography through the actor's perspective 

on his Own work." ld. at 446. The court determined that the use was "transfonnative" since it 

"enabl[ed] the viewer to understand lhe actor's modcst beginnings in the film business." I!L. at 

446-47. 

The facts of the case at hand are very similar to those in Hofheinz. Though the Gogos 

Book is not "scholarly," it is certainly a biography, or at least a career retrospective. And for that 
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reason, applying Judge Sweet's langu<lgc lo these facts: Plaintiffs' usc oflhe copyrighted 

magazines, "to show thc kind of (work Gogos] took when he first began his [] career and whal 

his perception of [the work) was, served to enrich the biography through the (artist]'s perspectivc 

on his own work." Id. at 446. Judg,c Sweet came to his conclusion th<lL fair use existed in 

Hotl1einz cven where the A&E hiography could be characterized as "commcrcial in n<:llure" in 

the same ways as the Gogos Book. Nonetheless, the fact that thc copyrighted clip was meant to 

put the artist's career in context and communicate to the audience the type ofwork that Peter 

Graves took part in was sufficient to make the biography's use "transformativc." All the f<:lets 

deemed relevant to establish fair use in Hofheinz could be s<lid of lhe Gogos Book, which also 

provides a history of the artist and places his work into some context. 

c. Bad Faith 

The final issue for the first factor is whether Spurlock engaged in bad faith, which could 

have some impact on the first factor analysis. 19 Plaintiffs argue that Spurlock did act in had faith 

since he allegedly knew that Plaintiffs owned the copyrights, negotiated for a liecnsing fee, but 

thcn went ahead with publication when the parties could not comc to an agreement. Dcfcndants 

also raise the earlier argument that Spurlock engaged in bad faith by trying to make the book title 

similar to the F<:lmous Monsters magazine. (Spurlock Dep. 1/28/09 21 J: 14-215 :8). 

As to Plaintiffs' firsl suggestion. that Spurlock's failed attempt at negotiating a licensing 

fee amounts to bad faith, such a claim has been considered and t:xplicitly rejected hy the 

19 This Court acknowledges the cloud that currently hangs over the vitality ofLhe bad faith 
inquiry. Sec Campbell, 510 U.S. at 558 n.18 (suggesting, though not directly holding, that had 
faith may not be an appropriate part of the fair use analysis); Leval, supra, at 1126 ("No 
justification exists for adding a morality test."). 
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Supreme Court. In Campbell, the plaintiff also made the argument that the defendant's "request 

for permission to use the original should be weighed against a finding of fair usc." 510 U.S. at 

585 n.tS. In dismissiug the argument, the court stated that "the offer may simply have been 

made in a good-faith effort to avoid this litigation.... Thus. heing denied permission to use a 

work does not weigh against a finding affair use," Id. 

In addition, Plaintiffs' first argument-essentially, that Spurlock knew Plaintilfs owned 

the copyrights but went ahead anyway-is difficult to accept in light of the Court's earlier 

diseussion concerning the ownership of the artwork. As noted above, most of the images used by 

Spurlock that are at issue here were not copies ofllie magazine ~overs, but were copies of the art 

used as the background of the magazine covers. For these images, it is by no means clear, even 

after discovery, who owns the rights to these images. In light of this, it would be diffLeult to fault 

Spurlock and charge him with "bad faith" for using the images. If this Court were to come to 

such a conclusion, claims of fair use would be undermined for an oveIWhelming number of 

defendants in copyright cases-for defendants that were aware that the plaintiffs had ownership 

over the works, and lor defendants where ownership was dubious. Because this does not 

comport with the rationale behind the bad faith inquiry, this Court will not accept Plaintiffs' 

argumenl. 

FinaHy, as to Plaintiffs' claim that the misleading nature of the title is supportive of bad 

failh, Plaintiffs have again failed to offer any caselaw that would support such a theory. 

In any event, even if bad faith has some role in the first factor analysis, Spurlock has 

shown that his use of the copyrighted works is sufficiently transfomlative relative to the original 

use by Plaintiffs. Thcrc1bre, in light of all of the evidence on the record and all of the first factor 
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considerations, this Court detennines lh~t the Lirst lair use factor weighs heavily in favor of 

Spurlock. 

3. FacllJr 2 Nature of the Plain1ifPs Work 

The second factor requires this Court to consider "the nature of the copyrighted work." 

17 U.S.C. § 107(2). "This foetor calls for recognition that some works are closer to the core of 

intended copyright protection than others, wilh the consequence that fair u.se i.s more diflicult to 

establish when the fanner works are copied." Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586. Works that are 

fictional or creative are "closer to this core" than those works that are primarily factual. Video 

Pipeline, 342 F.3d at 200. In his brief, Spurlock concedes that the copyrighted magazine covers 

fall within the core orthe Copyright Acl's protective purposes since they are creative 

expressions. 

However, the fact that the copyrighted magazines arc out-ot:'print has some bearing Oil 

the second fair use factor. In Peter Letterese & Assocs., Inc. v. World mst. ofSeientology 

Enter.s., Int'l., 533 FJd 1287 (lIth Cir. 2008), the Eleventh Circuit considered the impact that 

out-of-print status has on the second factor analysis: 

rO]ut-of-print works are generally accorded less copyright 
protection. The relevant fact is not .simply that the work is 
unavailable for purchase through nonnal channels.... Rather, that 
fair use is more likely to flpply in the standard scenario ofan out
of-print work reflects in large part the assumption that 110 market 
hann to the owner will come of the use, as presumably it was lack 
of demand for the work that led to its demise.... Neither the 
personal nor the property interests of the author are thus strongly 
implicated with respect to the typical out-of-print work. 

Id. at 1313. However, the court noted that the copyrighted work flt issue in that ease was out-of

print due to the author'.s choice to withdraw the work from the market, rather than from a lack of 
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demand. Id. This difIerem;e somewhat complicates the analysis, which then turns on 

motivations for removal from the market, pricing strategies, and whether a market exists for the 

work, rd, at L3 13-14, 

In the easc at hand, there is some dispute between the parlies as 10 whether Famous 

Monsters and the other magazines became out-of-print due to Warren's health or hecause of 

declining interest in the gcnrc. However, this debale ignores lhe proper focus-lhe cause lor thc 

out-of-print status as to each copyrighted work, notlhe cause for the end ofPlainliffs' magazines. 

Each issue of the magazines became out-of-print simply because that is the natural and inevitable 

fatc for magazines and periodicals, such as the magazines formerly owned by Plaintiffs. For 

example, as to the focus of the first claim of copyright infringement, Warren did not end 

publication of Famous Monsters #23 due to Warren's health, but simply hecause the company 

moved on to thc ncxt issue of Famous Monsters. A fair argument could he made that this cuts in 

favor of Spurlock's argument that each issue wenl out-of-print due to lack of demand, even if 

that is the nature of the market. 

In any event, as Spurlock notes, courts have recognized that this second factor is of 

limited usefulness where the defendant's work is "lransformative" in nature. See Bill Graham, 

448 F.3d at 612 ("We recognize, however, that thc second factor may be oflimited usefulness 

wherc the creative work of art is heing used for a transfonnativc purpose." (citing Campbell, 510 

U.S. at 586)). That statement is true in this case. This Court finds that this factor weighs slightly 

in favor of Plaintiffs, hut it is of limited relevance because of the prior finding that Spurlock's 

work is transformative. 
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4. Factor 3-Amount and Substantiality Used 

For the third factor, this Courl must next consider "the amount and substantiality of the 

portion used in relation to the copyrighled work as a whole." 17 V.S.C. § 107(3). In other 

words, this factor inquires whether "the quantity and value of the materials used" by the 

defendani "are reasonable in relation to the purpose of the copying." Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586. 

"[T]his faetor calls for lhought not only ahout the quantity of the materials used, but about their 

quality and importance, 100." rd. at 587. In addition, consideration of the nature of the infringing 

work is relevant. since "the extent of permissible eopying varies with the purpose and character 

of the use." ld. at 586~87. In general, though, "a work composed primarily ofan original, 

particularly its heart, with lillIe added or changed, is more likely lo be a merely superseding use, 

fulfilling demand for the origin<JL" Id. at 587-88. 

As to the quantitative analysis, Spurlock next argues that the magazine covers lhat he 

copied make up only 1-1.5% of each of Plaintiffs' copyrighted works, which is each issue of the 

magazines. In response, Plaintiffs rely on Schiffer Publ'g, Ltd. v. Chronicle Booh. LLC, 2004 

WL 2583817 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 12,2004) (Schiller, 1.). In Schiffer, the court considered the 

legitimacy of the fair use defense for a defendant that copied individual photographs from 13 of 

the plaintiff's copyrightcd books; the books were the copyrighted products, not the individual 

photographs within the books. ld. at *1-4. In considering the third fair use factor, the court 

rejected the argument that Spurlock makes here, stating that such an argumcnt "misapprehcnds 

the proper frame of refcrcnce. Eaeh photograph is an individually copyrighted work, and it is the 

amount used of each one that should be analyzed." Id, at ·12. Plaintiffs argue thallhe covers, 

like the photographs in Schiffer, are individually copyrighted works, and the copying should be 
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measured in terms of eaeh magazine cover. 

Plaintiffs' argument, however, is contrary to binding precedent. In conducting the 

quantitative portion of the third factor analysis, both the Supreme Court and the Third Circuit 

have considered the portion of the copyrighted work utilized hy the infringing work relative to 

lhe copyrighted work as a whole. See Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586-90 (comparing copyrighted 

song in its entirety to the defendant's song); Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 564-65 (conducting 

qua.ntitative analysis of third factor by considering what portion of the entire copyrighted 

manuscript the defendant's infringing work used); Video Pipeline, 342 F.3d at 201 (conducting 

quantitative analysis of the third faetor by considering what porlion of the entire copyrighted 

movie the defendant's infringing previews used), None of the Supreme Court or Thin.l Circuit 

cases support Plaintiffs' argument that the copyrighleu work can be cut or spliced to maximize 

the percentage used and to support Plainliffs' response to the fair lise defense. Indeeu, the factor 

itself dictates othervvise. See 17 U.S.C. § 107(3) ("the amount and substantiality of the portion 

useU in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole." (emphasis added)). 

Spurlock is therefore correct when be asserts that, since each of the magazines ranged 

from 68 to Ino pages, (Ders Mol. Summ. J. Ex. 8-27, 38, 28, 39-40), the portion taken was from 

1% to 1.5% of each of the magazines. This Court finds, as the Third Circuit did in Video 

Pipeline, lhat such a portion taken "is quite small." 342 F.3d at201 (finding that 1.7% to 2.2% 

copying to be quantitatively small). Indeed, Plaintiffs could not reasonably be expected to take 

anything less; the entire point of using these covers is to portray Gogos's work. Therefore, this 

percentage is also quantitatively "reasonable in relation to the purpose of the copying." 

Campbell, 510 U.S. a1586. 
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Nonetheless, Plaintiffs argue, and Spurlock disputes, thai the magazine covers were 

qualitatively a significant portion of the magazines and were at "the heart" of the magazine's 

content. Plaintiffs contend lhai the covers were a "central and valuable part of "Plaintiffs' works." 

(Warren Dec!.' 9); (Gogos Book, Front Flap) ("hsues of [Famous Monsters] practically leapt off 

the newsstand duc in no small way to their striking cover paintings by Hasil Gogos."). Spurlock, 

ou the other hand, argues that the "heart" of the magazines was nol the covers, but was instead 

the content of the magazines ihat kept its readers up-to-date on movie monster gossip. 

Upon a review of the magazines and the other evidence in the record, this Court Hnds that 

Spurlock did not appropriate the "heart" of the copyrighted works. As discussed above in the 

firsl fair use factor analysis, each magazine was devotcd to updaling its readers on recent 

developments in the movie monster industry and providing in-depth interviews with leading 

figures in the world of movie monsters. TIle magazines did not include a collage of movie 

monster art or a portfolio of movie monster artists. Indeed, no issue highlights the work of a 

specific artist. The covers were not the qualitative "heart'" of the magazines, but were inslead 

used to catch the eye of potential readers at the newsstand and advertise tbe content of the 

magazine. The quality and importance ofthcse covers as used in the original magazines are 

relatively minor. 

Plaintiffs also argue that Spurlock has not offered any good reason why he could nol have 

changed the covers to be different, e.g., black-and-white or smaller size. However, making these 

changes would directly thwart one of the key purposes of lhe book-to showcase the detailed 

work of Basil Gogos. Though such a burdensome change may be necessary in other cases where 

the defendant takes both a quantitalively large portion and the "heart" of the copyrighted work, 
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Spurlock did neither. 

In light of the above analysis, this Court finds that the third fair usc factor weighs in favor 

of Spurlock. 

s. Factor 4--Effect on Potential Market Value 

Finally, the fourth factor requires this Court to consider "the effect of the use upon the 

potential market for or value of the copyrighted work." 17 U.S.Co § 107(4). This factor includes 

not only the extent ofmarket harm caused by the particUlar actions 
ofthc alleged infringer, but also whether unrestricted and 
widespread conduct ofthe sort engaged in by the defendant ... 
would resull in a substantially advcrse impact on the potential 
market for the original. The enquiry must take account not only of 
harm to the original but also of harm to the market for derivative 
works. 

Camphell, 510 U.S. at 590 (intemal citations and quotations omitted). The market for derivative 

works "includes only those that creators of original works would in general develop or license 

others to develop." Id. at 592. The extent to which the market is harmed is a "matter of degree, 

and the importance of this factor wi]] vary, not only with the amount ofhann, but also with the 

relative strength of the showing on the other factors." Id. at 591 n.21. As with the three other 

factors, the defendant has the burden to offer favorable evidence on market effect. Id. at 590. 

Plaintiffs' arguments on this factor focus solely on the market for derivative works of lhe 

magazines and, in particular, a coffee-table book lhat Warren has considered publishing. Warren 

asserts thal he has, and has had for some time, an interest in using the Famous Monsters 

magazines omd the magazine covers for a coffee-table book that would chronicle the history and 

success ofllle Famous Monsters of Filmland magazines. Spurlock, on the other hand, argues that 

Warren's interest has beenjusl that-- only interest-and that, despite his self-professed intent to 
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create this hook, Warren has taken no significant steps to do so. 

Upon a review ofthe evidence on the record, this Court agrees with Spurlock that Warren 

has exhibited little genuine interest in actually publishing this coffee table book, up until the 

point when this litigation commenced. Only after the litigation began did he take any substantial 

steps toward considering publication of the book. On this issue, Plaintiffs rely on the Second 

Circuit's decision in Caslle Rock Entm't, Inc. v. Carol Publ'gGroup, Inc., 150 F.3d 132 (2d Cic. 

1998), where the court stated that "li]t would ... not scrve the ends of the Copyright Act-i.e., to 

advance the arts-if the artists were denied their monopoly over derivative versions of their 

creative works merely because they made the artistic decision not to saturate those markets with 

variations ofthcir original." Id. at 146. 

Plaintiffs' reliance, however, is mispl<K:ed. Castle Rock concerned a plaintiff that had, 

and continued to, exploit its copyright over the Seinfcld television "program and derivative 

markets. rd. at 136. The only issue in that case was whether a decision to not exploit one 

particular derivative market should be respected. The underlying facts of the case at hand arc 

suhstantially diITerent. Warren not only failed to use his copyright to exploit a particular 

uerivative market, but he has both failed to exploit any derivative market and failed to even 

exploit the copyrights in their entirety for the past several decades. This is not a case ofa courl's 

need to respect the artistic decisions of the copyright owner who decides to exploit one derivative 

market but not another; instead, this is a case where the copyright owner has exhibited virtually 

no interest at all in ntilizing his copyrights. 11 would defy logic for this Court to accl-1Jt Warren's 

argument that, where a copyright owner has failed to utilize his copyrights for several decades, a 

district court's prohibilion of a defendant's productive and transfonnative use serves copyright's 
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"purpose, '[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts .... '" Campbell,S lO U.S. at 

575 (quoling U.S. Const. art. I, § 8). This alone places the fourth factor in favor of Spurlock. 

Nonetheless, assuming that it does somehow scrve the purposes of copyright to prevent 

others from utihzing a eopyrightlhat was deserted decades ago, the parties have offcred several 

pieces of evidence in support of their <trguments on the fourth factor. Spurlock, who has the 

burden to satisfy the fair use defense and the four factors, offers a numher of individuals' 

testimony in support of his argumem that the market for the eoffce~lable book was not hanned hy 

the Gogos Book. 

• Robert Greenberger, who is an agent of Philip Kim, the current owner of the 

Famous Monsters ofFilmhmd trademark, testified that the Gogos Book did not 

"advcrsely affect[] my interest, Mr. [Philip] Kim's interest, or the intercst of 

Abrams [a publisher] in publishing a eoffee table hook celebrating the 50th 

Anniversary of the original Famous Monsters of Filmland magazinc." 

(Greenberger Afl '1 8).20 Kim and Greenberger had prcviously expressed some 

interest in working on the coffee-table book. 

• Jon Cooke. Warren's supposed "project manager" for the coffee-table book, also 

testified that hc did nol believe any publication adversely affected Mr. Warren's 

right to license famous Monsters. (Cooke Dep. 59:23-60:19). 

• Charles Kochman, the only publisher that Warren or a person acting on behalf of 

Warren ever approached, testified that he belicves lhe Gogos Book did not have 

20 Plaintiffs respond [0 the Greenberger aHidavit by saying that he does not havc the 
experience or expertise to make this opinion. 
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any impact on the market for a book about Famous Monsters. (Kochman Aff. mr 
12,13).21,22 

In response to Spurlock's evidence, Plaintiffs make several arguments concerning the 

fourth factor. Many of those arguments, however, miss the mark. Plaintiffs first argue that this 

Court should use a "functional test," offered in the respected treatise Nimmer on Copyright, to 

dctcmline whether the market Was hanned. This test relies on one prong of the first faclor, 

whether the work is transformative, in coming to a conclusion on whether there Was markct 

impact. See 4 Nimmer on Copyright, § 13.05[B][ 1], at 13-206 ("In determining the effect of the 

defendant's use upon the potential market for or value oflhe plaintifrs work, a comparison must 

bc made 110t merely of the media in which the two works may appear, but rather in tenT1S of the 

function of eaeh such work regardless of media."). However, Plaintiffs have not identified any 

L:dSCS where courts have adopted this test, and a review ofthe Third Circuit and Supreme Court 

cases shows that neither of these courts has done so. Evcn if this test was applied, this Court 

would conclude that the function of Plaintiffs' use of the magazine covers is distinctly dinerent 

than the function of Spurlock's use in the Gogos Book, for the same reasons thal were discussed 

in the first factor analysis. 

:--rext, Plainliffs rely on evidence to establish that there is a valuable market for Famous 

21 Plaintiffs argue lhat Kochman has no knowledge of the eontcnt of the proposed coffee 
table book and no knowledge of the content oflhe Gogos Book. 

'11 As these piect:~ of testimony arc to some extent lay opinion testimony, the Court will 
give them vel)' minimal weight 
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Monsters derivative works.n But Spurlock does not dispute this issue, and he repcatcdly notes 

that a Famous Monstcrs eoffee-tahle book would be readily accepted by a publisher (though he 

insists that the Gogos Book does not impact the market for such a book). 

Plaintiffs also olTt~r a statement hy one of their expcrts, Dennis Kitchen, thaI, if the Gogos 

Book does poorly, this would poison the market for the Famous Monsters coffec-table book. 

(Kitchen Rep. ~ 13). Even if this is true, Plaintiffs did not poinl to any evidence that speaks (0 

the premise of his conclusion-whether the Gogos Book sold poorly. 

Finally, Plaintiffs contend that thc market for the coffee-table book is likely usurped since 

the Gogos Book would probably be placed beside a Famous Monsters coffee-tahle book in thc 

bookstore, or would show up logether as results for likely-used keywords in an online bookstore 

search. Yet, Plaintiffs did not offer any testimony or evidence in support of either of these 

assertions. 

Plaintiffs provide several statements on the lourth factor that do address the relevant 

lssue: 

•	 Warren states in his declaration Ihnt "Defendant's visually-oriented book - which 

is based on sUbstantial part on the covers and original artwork of Plaintiffs' 

Famous Monsters of Filmland magazines, has been published first and is still 

publicly availahle - has preempted Plaintiffs' own plans for a book comprising 

and featuring the covers and original artwork of their Famous Monsters of 

B (Spurlock Dep. 1128/09 148: 15-24); (Spurlock Dep. 1/28/09 332:20-333:7) (slating that 
he is willing to publish a book concerning the Famous Monsters magazines); (Kochman Aff. ~~ 

4-5) (slaling that there is a market for a Famous Monsters coffee table book); (Warren DeeL "iI"iI 
22,25) (stating that he is often asked about engaging in derivative projects). 
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Filmland magazines." (Warren Decl. ~ (2).24 

• Kik;hen states that "[t]he book Famous Monster Movie Art afBasil Gagos, 

having heen published first and containing a substantial amount of covers and 

cover art from Famous Monsters of Filmland, likely hampers Warren's plans for a 

book featuring the covers and cover art of Warren's Famous Monsters ofFilmland 

magazines." (Kitchen Rcp. ~ 9).~~ 

• Samuel Kursh. Plaintiffs' other expert, concluded that, in considering the 

evidence in the light favorable to Plaintiffs, "Warren has been permanently 

precluded from exploiting the intellectual property as a result of Spurlock's 

alleged infringement, [and] the loss of opportunity would approximate the value 

of the property or $1 million." (Kursh Rep.' 59). 

Warren's complete failure to cxploit his copyrights for approximately 22 years 

suhstantially detracts from his argument on the fourth factor. The parties' opposing arguments 

and supporting evidence on the olher market factors are largely based on opinions as to what 

would have occurred if certain events had taken place. All these conflicting opinions are to a 

large degrce speculative. They do create a genuine issue of fact as to whcther the fourth factor is 

in favor of Plaintiffs or Spurlock. Weighing Plaintiffs' sheer neglect of the copyrights, against 

the result of making all factual inferences in favor ofPlainliffs as to the other facts as must be 

done on summary judgment, based on Warren's own testimony and the supporting testimony 

24 Spurlock argues that this testimony is a legal conclusion and self-serving, and he 
contends that it should therefore he excluded from evidence. 

25 As noted emlier, Kitchen is the subject of a pending motion in limine. 
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from others, the Court finds that the fourth factor slightly favors Plaintiffs. See Campbell, 510 

U.S. at 591 n.21 ("Market hann is a matter of degree, and the importance of this factor v.'ill vary, 

not only with the amount of hann, but also with the relative strength of the showing on the olher 

factors. "). 

6.	 Considention of AU Fair Use Factors 

This Court eoncludes that the fair use faetors, considered as a whole, weigh in favor of 

Spurlock. The strong weight of the first and third factors in favor of Spurlock, along with the 

limitl~d relevance of the ~e~oml factor, warrant a finding on fair use for the Defendant, tlespite the 

disputed facts on the fourth factor, which, when inferred in favor of Plaintiffs, slightly favors 

Plainliffs. 

It is important 10 again rewgnize lhatlhe four factors are nol "a score card lhat promises 

victory to the wilmer of the majority." Video Pipeline, 342 F.3d at 198 (quoting Lcval, supra, at 

1110). The fair use factors are "to be explored, and the results weighed together, in light of the 

purposes ofcop)'Tighl." J.!l (quoting Campbell, 510 U.S. a(578). Aller weighing the [actors 

together and considering the purposcs of copyright, this Court dctcrmines that thc fair usc 

defense is appropriate here. The fact that the Gogos Book is inherently biographical render it so 

funtlamcntally transforrnative in nature, coupled with the fact that Spurlock utilized such a 

quantitatively anti qualitatively minor portion of the magazines, requires this Court to conclude 

that Spurlock's usc is fair usc anti to grant Spurlock'~ mohon for summary judgment on the 

copyright claims. 

IV.	 Unfair Competition 

Spurlock also moves for summary judgment on Plaintiffs' state law unfair competition 
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claim. in Count II oflheir Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs argue that the name of the Gogos 

Book. Famous Monster Movie Art of Basil Gogos, suggests an affiliation with the Famous 

Monsters of Filmland magazine and uses the "goodwill and reputation" that Plaintiffs have 

garnered with the "success and favorable public acceptance and recognition" of the Famous 

Monsters magazine. 

A. Principles of Analyzing Unfair Competition Claim 

The threshold issue lor Count II is determining what principles govern an unfair 

competition claim. Despite several cases identifying standards to be used on these claims, there 

is no dear precedent on which standard is the appropriate one for lhis case. Though in many 

ways the standards are analytically similar, if not identical, there are at least three different 

standards that courts have used. 

First, Spurlock argues that the unfair competition claim should be anafyLed as ifit was a 

Lanham Act claim ofunfair competition. Many judges in this District have adopted this view 

and directly held that "(t]he elements of an unfair competition claim under Pennsylvania 

common law are identical to those required under the Lanham Act, except that no showing 

regarding interstate commerce is necessary under Pelllisylvania law." Allcn-Myland, Inc. v. IBM 

Com., 746 F. Supp. 520, 552-53 (E.D. Pa. 1990) (O'Neill, .T.) (utilizing Lanham Act standard for 

counterclaim where defendant argued that plaintiff engaged in unfair competition by "affixing 

counterfeit IBM labels to copies of the 3090 microcode whieh it made and dislribuled to 

customers; and by displaying IBM's copyright notice on the 3090 system operator console screen 
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when a 3090 system powers up using [the counterclaim defendant's] copied 3090 microcode").26 

The second standard used for unfair competition focuses on whether the defendant was 

"passing oir' <:t good as if it was produced by the plaintiff. As Judg,c Brody explained in Bldg. 

Materials Corn. of Am. v Rotter, 535 F. Supp. 2d 518 (E.D. Pa. 2008) (Brody, J.), "[al claim of 

unfair compelition under Pennsy!vani<:tlaw requires prooftl1at the defendant has 'passed off the 

goods of one manufaclurer or vendor as those of anolher, thus creating confusion between his 

own goods, and those of the rival." Id. at 526 n.4 (quoting Scanvec Amiahle Ltd. v. Chang, 80 

Fed. Appx. 171, 180 (3d Cir. 2003), citing to Pa. State Univ. v. Univ. Orthopedics, Ltd., 706 

A.2d 863, 870-71 (Pa. Super. Ct. ]998)); sec also Mainardi v. Prudential Ins. Co. ofAm., 2009 

WL 229757, at *9-10 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 30,2009) (Pratter, J.)'" 

lb For examples of other cases in the Eastem Dislrict ofPennsylvania that utili~e the 
Lanham Ad standard for Pennsylvania common law unfajr competilion elaims, see Strick Com. 
v. Strickland, 162 F. Supp. 2d 372, 375 (E.D. Pa. 2001) (Kauflinan, J.) (alleging a likeliliood of 
confusion due 10 defendant's nse ofplainliffs name for internet website address); Am. Fid. & 
Liberty Ins. Co. v. Am. Fid. Gro\!J2, 2000 WL \385899, at *13 (ED. Pa. Sept. 25, 2000) (Yolm, 
1.) (alleging defendant's "use of a mark beginning with'American Fidelity' in connection with 
the sale of insurance policies covering long teml care"); Game Power Headquarters, Inc. v. 
Owens, 1995 WL 273663, at *3 (E.D. Pa. May 4, 1995) (Broderick, J.) (alleging defendant's use 
of tIle phrase "Game Power" in renting video games at the same time the plalntiffowned the 
trademark to "Game Power Headquarters" for the use of video game rental stores); Regal Indus., 
Inc. v. Genal Strap, Inc., 1994 WL 388686, at *2 (E.D. Pa. July 26, 1994) (Yahn, J.) (aJleging 
defendant's use of the tenns SPORTSTRAP and SPORT STRAP despite the plaintifPs federally 
registered trademark SPORTSTRAP); Moore Push-Pin Co. v, Moore Bus. FOnTIs, lne., 678 F. 
Supp. 113, 116 (ED. Pa. 1987) (Ludwig, J.) (alleging the defendant's use of the name "Moore" 
for product marketing). 

Z7 In .RottQ, Judge Brody weighed the usc of the "passing off' principle and the 
Restatement in considering tIle plaintiff's motion to dismiss an unfair competition counterclaim, 
which alleged that the plaintiff had blocked the supply of an essential component for a product 
the defendant developed and sold. 535 F. Supp. 2d at 522·23. 

[n Scanvec, the Third Circuit issued a non-precedential opinion discussing an unfair 
competition claim, which alleged that the defendants. who used to own the plaintiff software 
company, used certain components from software owned by the plaintiff, falsified the copyright 
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Finally, the third standard utilized for a common law unfair competition claim comes 

from thc Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition: "In recent years, the Pennsylvania Court of 

Common Pleas has begun to define unfair competition according to its definition in the 

Restatement (Third) Unfair Competition § 1 (1995)." Rotter, 535 F. Supp. 2d at 526 n.4 (eiting 

Babiarz v. Bell Atl.-Pa" Inc., 2001 WL 1808554, at -9 (Pa. Com. P1.luly 10, 2001); Lakeview 

Ambulance & Mell. Servs., Inc. v. Gold Cross Ambulance & Med. Serv., Ine., 1995 WL 84200U 

(Pa. Com. PI. Oct. 18, 1995».28 Thc Restatement provides that: 

information for those components, then utili:led the plaintiffs distribution network to sell the 
new software. 80 Fed. Appx. at 180. Though the court decided that the issue was not 
appropriately considcrcd on appeal since the defendant did not sufficiently challenge the district 
court's decision, it also detcrmined that the "passing off' theory was the legal principle 
applicable to the claim. 

In Pa, State, the Pennsylvania Superior Court considered an appeal on a common law 
unfair competition claim brought by Penn Statc University against the defendant, University 
Orthopcdics. The plaintiff claimed that the defendant's use of the tenll "University" was 
sufticiently misleading to establish liability under Pennsylvania common law. Though thc Third 
Circuit's quotation from this case in Scanvec may suggcst that an unfair competition claim is 
unrelated to the Lanham ACl, the Superior Court's decision indicates otherwise: "Federal law ... 
serves as persuasive authority because, for many years, it governcd these areas almost exclusively 
and spawned a large body of federal decisions. As with federal law, the common law of 
trademarks is a portion of the broader law of unfair competition." 706 A.2d at 870 (internal 
citations omitted). 

in Mainardi, Judge Pratter considcrcd a defendant's motion to dismiss the plaintiff's 
unfair eompetition claim, where the plaintiff alleged Ihalthe defendant misled the plaintiffs into 
believing that they were interested in purchasing the plaintiffs' instructional sales software, but 
instcad developed their own softwarc based on the same principles and sales techniques. 2009 
WL 229757, at -1-4. 

28 In ..6:abiarz, the plaintiff, who was an employee of the defendant, brought an unfair 
competition claim against his employer. The plaintiff alleged that thc employer crcated a 
program seeking to encourage thc employees to provide new ideas and stralegies for the 
employer. After the plaintiff provided a new relail marketing strategy, the employcr approprialcd 
the idea without providing the plaintiff with additional compensation or recognition. In essencc, 
the defendant's aClions were"alleged to constitute unfair competition by appropriation of a trade 
secret and unlawful appropriation of an invention from its rightful inventor, resulting in the 
destruction of plaintiffs patent rights." 2001 WL t 808554, at *10. 
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One who causes harm to the commercial relations of another by 
engaging in a business or trade is not subject to liability to the 
other for sueh hann unless: 
(a) the harm results from acts or practices of the actor actionable by 
the other under the nlles of this Restatement relating to: 

(1) deeeptive marketing, as specified in Chapter Two; 
(2) infringement of lrademarks and other indicia of 

identification, as specified in Chapter Thrcc; 
(3) appropriation of intangible trade values including trade 

secrets and the right of publicity, as specified in Chapter Four; 
or from other acts or practices of the actor detennined to he 

actionable as an unfair method of competition, taking into account 
the nature of the conduct and its likely effect on both the person 
seeking relief and the public. 

Restatement § 1. 

Despite the fact that there is no clear precedent on what standard applies, this Court 

concludes that Lanham Act principles are appropriately applied in this case. In considering the 

foregoing review of modem unfair competition cases, those cases applying the Lanham Act, the 

plaintiffs generally argue that the defendant has utilized a name, title, or "mark" that is associated 

with the plaintiff, with the intent of falsely linking the defendant's product wilh the plaintiff and 

capitalizing on the plaintiffs goodwill. On the other hand, where courts apply principles other 

than the Lanham Act, the plaintiffs claim typically consists of allegations that the defendant was 

engaged in some "unfair" trade practice, other than appropriating the plaintiffs "mark." 

Two cases in particular require some additional consideralion. Firsl, the Third Circuit's 

decision in Scanvec could be interpreted as a case where the defendants appropriated a mark 

In Lakeview, the plaintiff was a company that provided amhulance services that sought to 
enter a new geographic market. Upon its attempt to enter the market, the plaintiff alleged that the 
defendant "embarked on a campaign to block expansion into the area" by way of false statements 
to the public and press, seeking to have the plaintiffs certification denied, and violating state 
laws and regulations. 1995 WL 842000, at *1. 
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owned by the plain611 However, several factors underlie this Court's hesitation to apply the 

Third Circuit's non-precedential decision to the facts at hand. Scanvec first dctcnnined that the 

unfair competition claim was not sufficiently preserved on appeal. 80 Fed. Appx. at 180. 

Despite the fact that the court could not "determine the factual and legal basis for Arnica's 

purported appeal," id., the court proceeded to consider what principle was appropriately applied 

in that case. In addition, lhc allegations in Seanv~ were nOllimited to misrepresentation of 

ownership oflhe defendant's product, hut included elaims that the defendants utilized valuable 

intellectual property from the plaintiff's software and that the defendants look over the plaintiffs 

distribution network. 

The other case that requires SOffit:: consideration is the Pennsylvania Superior Court's 

decision in Pa. State. Though the allegations ill that case that the defendant's inclusion of the 

term "university" in its company name misleads the public into believing there is an affiliation 

with Penn State University-are comparable to (he lacts here, the court explicitly recognized in 

that case that federal principles are effective in considering an unfair competition claim. 706 

A.2d at 870. By no means can the Superior Court's opinion be characterized as a rejection of 

Lanham Act principles for unfair competition claims. 

Scanvec and fa. State are distinguishable, and in light of the many analytically identical 

cases discussed above that use the Lanham Act in coming to a decision, this Court will use the 

Lanham Act in considering Plaintiffs' common law unfair compelition claim against Spurlock. 

B. PrineiDles Under the Lanham Act 

In Spurlock's Motion for Summary Jndgment, he analyzes Plaintiffs' unfair competition 

claim in the context of the Lanham Act. Spurlock first argues that Warren can not pursue this 
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claim since the trademark on Famous Monsters of Fihnland is now owned by Philip Kim, not 

Warren. 

Plaintilfs do not contest Kim's ownership ofthc trademark in their Response. Instead, 

Plaintiffs argue that they still have a protectable, or a common law, right to the name under the 

Lanham Act. \Vhile Spurlock does nol challenge the fact thai Plaintiffs at one time had a 

common law right to the name, he argues that Plaintiffs arc precluded from pursuing a claim both 

because n third party now owns the registered trademark and because Plaintiffs abandoned 

ownership of the mark when Warren ceased publication of the Famous Monsters Magazine. 

This Court recently recognized the elements of an unfair competition claim under the 

Lanham Act in AFL Philadelphia LLC v. Krause, 2009 WL 1562992, at *4 (E.D. Pa. June 4, 

2009) (Baylsoll, J.): 

(1) Any person who, on or in connection with any goods or 
services, or any container for goods, uses in commerce any word, 
tenn, name, symbol, or device, or any comhination thereof, or any 
false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, 
or false or lTIisleading representation of fact, which
(A) is likeJy to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive 
as to the affiliation, connection, or association of such person with 
another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his 
or her goods, services, or commercial adivities by another person, . 
. . shall he liable in a civil action by any person who helieves that 
he or she lS or is likely to be damaged by such act. 

15 V.S.c. § 1l25(a)(1)(A). "Overall, '[I]he Lanham Act was inlended to make aclionable the 

deceptive and misleading use of marks and to protect persons engaged in ... commerce against 

unfair competition.'" Krause, 2009 WL 1562992, at *4 (quoting Two Pesos, Inc. v. Taco 

Cabana, Tne., 505 U.S. 763, 767-68 (1992)). This particular section of the Lanham Act "protects 

qualifying unregistered trademarks, and the general principles to qualify a registered mark are 
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largely applicable in determining whcther an unregistered mark qualifies for protection under 

Section 43(a)." Yd. (quoting Two Pesos, 505 U.S. at 768). A plainli1Tpursuing a claim unuer this 

section must provide evidence to establish that "(a) the mark is valid and legally protectable, (b) 

it owns the mark, and (c) the defendant's usc ofthc mark to iuentify goods or services causes a 

likelihood of confusion." hL (citing Freedom Card, Inc. v. JPMorgan Chase & Co., 432 F.3d 

463,470 (3d Cir. 2005)). 

However, Spurlock has nol challenged Plaintiffs' ability to satisfy the elements of the 

Lanham Act at the time the Famous Monsters magazine was published, but instead contends both 

that: (a) a third party, Philip Kim, now owns the trademark, which precludes Plaintiffs from 

claiming that they "own" the mark; and (b) that, while Plaintiffs did have at least a "common 

law" right to the mark back when the Famous Monsters magazine was published, PlaintifTs 

abandoned ownership oflhe mark when publication of the Magazine ended in 1983. 

C, Third Paro' Ownership of the Mark 

Spurlock's first argument is that Plaintiffs do not have standing to pursue the claim since 

Plaintiffs are no longer owners of the trademark. Spurlock contends that even though there may 

he some association of the Gogos Book title with the Famous Monsters Magazine, "if Defendant 

were liable to anyone for Trademark Infringement, it would be Philip Kim - the owner of the 

Federal Trademark Registration - not Plaintiffs." Plaintiffs respond by arguing that, under the 

Lanham Act, a plainti ff need not own the trademark to successfully pursue the claim, even where 

a third party does own the registered trademark. In addition, Plaintiffs claim that the appropriate 

analysis is whethcr the plaintitrs right to the mark is superior to the defendanl's, not whether 

plaintiffs is superior to any other person's. 
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As Plaintiffs note in their brief, Spurlock's argument concerning the rights of a third parly 

has heen tenned a jus tertii defense. A party makes a jus tertii argument in a trademark case 

when the "'[d]efendant in effect argues that, "Somebody has a right to sue me, hut it's not you.'" 

The Second Circuit has disfavored this defense. '" General Cigar Co., Ine. v. G.D.M., Inc., 988 F. 

Supp. 647, 661 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) (Sweet, J.) (quoting 6 J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on 

Trademarks and Unfair Competition § 31: 157, at 31-240 (1996) (hereinafter "McCarthy on 

Trademarks"». From a review of the cases thaI discuss this defense, Professor McCarthy's 

trademark treatise appears to be the leading authority on lhi~ issue. In his discussion of jus tertii, 

Profe~sor McCarthy states that "[m]odern decisions have rejected a jus tertii defense in 

trademark litigalion." 6 McCarthy 0\1 Trademarks § 31:160 (citing Tex. Tech Univ. v. 

Spiegelberg, 461 F. Supp. 2d 510 (N.D. Tex. 2006); Bishops Bay Founders Group, Inc. v. 

Bishops Bay Apartments, LLC, 301 F. Supp. 2d 901 (W.O. Wis. 20(3)~ General Cigar Co., 988 

F. Supp. 647). He also illustrates how a court's acccptance of this argument would lead to 

negative consequences: A court's permission of ius tcrtii ''would expand many trademark 

disputes far heyond a mere two-party conflict. Before plaintiff could prevail, it would have to 

prove that it was not an infringer of one or more third parties that the defendant can conjure up.. 

. . A case could be expanded beyond reasonable boumls and effectively slowed to a crawl." 6 

McCarthy on Trademarks § 31: 160. 

As Plaintiffs also note, Plaintiffs need not own a registered trndemark for the mark at 

issue to prevail in thcir Lanham Act claim, even where another party does own one. The most 

recent case to address this issue is Dallas Cowboys Football Club. Ltd. v. Am. 's Team Props., 

lnc., 616 F. Supp. 2d 622 (N.D. Tex. 2009). In that ease, the court recognized Ihat an 
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individual's ownership of a trademark does nol necessarily prevent anolher party from asserting 

priority. 

11 is a fundamental premise that "[t]he exelusive right to a 
trademark belongs to one who first uses it in eonneetion with 
specified goods." Blue Bell v. Farah Mfg., Tne., 508 F.2d 1260, 
1265 (5th Cif. 1975). Proof of registration of a trademark is only 
prima facie evidenee of the registranl's exelusive righl to use the 
mark in commerce for lhe services specified in the registration. 15 
U.S.c. § 1115(a). Such proof does "not preclude another person 
from proving any legal or equitable defense or defect ... which 
might have been asserted if such mark had not been registered." 
Id. Therefore, the registrant is granted a presumption of 
ownership, dating lo lhe filing dale of the application for federal 
registration, and the challenger must overcome this presumption by 
a preponderance of the evidence. 

:w.. at 632-33. "Neither application for nor registration of a mark at the federal level wipes oul 

the prior nonrcgistered, common law rights of others.... Thus, in a priority dispute between a 

senior common law user and a second-in-time [intent-to-use] applieant, the senior common law 

user will prevail." rd. at 633 (quoting 2 McCarthy on Trademarks § 16: 18.50). 

In lhe Dallas Cowboys case, there was a dispute between the Dallas Cowboys, who 

claimed eommon law ownership to the ternl "Ameriea's Team," and the company "America's 

Team Properties, Inc.," which purchased the registered trademark to that name some years after 

the team started using the phrase. The court held that the footha11 team "acquired common law 

rights in the 'America's Team' mark more than a decade before Defendanl's predecessor in 

interest. Thus, the Cowboys have trademark priority." Td. at 634. Tn the ahsence of Third 

Circuit law on lhese issues, this Court will adopt the principles of these cases. 

Both of Spurlock's argumenls for this defense have been rejected by prior courts, and he 

has not offercd any easclaw to suggest olherwise. Therefore, Kim's ownership ofthe trademark 
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Famous Monsters of Filmland will not bc considered for purposes of Spurlock's Motion for 

Summary ]wlgment. 

D. Abandonment QCthe Mark 

1. Principles on Doctrine of Ahandonment 

Next, Spurlock argues that even (fPlaintiffs can pursue their unfair competition claim 

where a third party owns the trademark, any common law rights that Plaintiffs once had were 

abandoned by non-use ofthc mark over many years. Spurlock contends that Plaintiffs have not 

used the F<lmous Monsters of Filmland mark since 1983, when the magazine ceased publication, 

and that Warren's appearances at tradeshows along with third-party rcsale of the magazine are 

not sufficient for Plaintiffs to avoid abandomnent oflhc mark Plaintiffs respond by arguing that 

Warren also has used the mark as a means to sell memorabilia at movie-monster conventions and 

thallhc mark currently retains an association with the magazine and Warren. 

Under the Lanham Act, a mark is considered abandoned when eilher: 

(1) "its use has been discontinued with intenlnot to resume such 
use. Intent not (0 resume may be inferred from circumstances. 
Nonuse for 3 consecutivc years shall be prima facie evidence of 
abandonment. 'Use' ofa mark means the bona fide use of such 
mark made in the ordinary course of tradc, and not made IDl:rdy to 
reserve <:l right in a mark"; or 
(2) "any course of eonduct of the owner, including ac.ts of omission 
as wel1 as commission, cau::;es the mark to become the generic 
name for the goods or serviees on or in connection with which it is 
used or otherwise to lose its significance as a mark. Purchaser 
motivalion shall not be a tt::)l [or detem1ining abandonment under 
this paragraph." 

IS U.S.c. § 1127.2~ As Juugt: (now Justice) Alita explained in Marshak v. Treadwell, 240 F.3d 

Z? Whether the three-year nonuse presumption of abandonment applies in this case, in 
which Plainliffs claim ownership ofa common law mark, is discussed below. 
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184 (3d CiT. 2(01), "[t]o establish the defense of abandonment it is necessary to show not only 

acts indicating a practical abandonment, but an actual intent to abandon." Id. at 198 (quoting 

Saxlehner v. Eisner & Mendelson Co., 179 U.S. 19, 31 (1900»). As tbe statute indicates, 

however, the requisite intent "may be inferred from circumstances." rd. (quoting § 1127). 

"[A]bandonment, being in the nature of a forfeiture, must be strictly proved." Doeblers' 

Pennsylvania Hybrids, Inc, v, Doebler, 442 F.3d 812, 822 (3d Cir. 2006) (reversing grant of 

summary judgment on abandonment where mark was continuously used by licensee). 

2. Cases Relied OD by Spurlock 

In support of Spurlock's abandonment argument, be cites Kusek v. Family Circle. Inc., 

894 F. Supp. 522 (D. Mass. 1995). In Kusek, the plaintiff created and publisbed a book of 

recipes that included the trademark "Speed Cooki11g," though the m<lrk was not registered. The 

defendant magazine, Family Circle, became aware of the book and requested copies for a 

possible article coneeming the plaintiff and her book. Though nothing cver became of the 

magazine article profiling the plaintiff, Family Circle published articles using the mark Speed 

Cooking, without any acknowledgment that it came from the plaintiff; Family Circle eventually 

registered the mark. The plaintiff filed suit, alleging, inter alia, trademark infringement. On a 

motion for summary judgment, Family Circle challenged the plaintiffs ability to satisfy the 

statute oflimitations, which was based on Family Circle's last "use" of the mark in eOlnmerce. 

The district court, holding tbat "usc" for purposes oftbe statute oflimitations was 

identical to the "use" considered in abandonment, 894 F. Supp. at 533, rejected the plaintifrs 

argument that the sale of back magazine issues was sufficient to constitute "use," id. After 

reciting the general principles of abandonment, the court held that "Family Circle's 
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inconsequential use of the trademark Speed Cooking, were it making haek issues available, 

cannot forestall abandonment." ld. 

"To prove bona fide usage, the proponent ofthc trademark must 
demonstrate that use of the mark has been deliberate and 
continuous, not sparadie, casual or transitory." La Societe 
Anonyme des Parfums Lc Galion v. Jean Patou. Inc., 495 F.2d 
[265,1271-72 (2d Cir. ]974) .... In essenCe, nominal or residual 
use is not sullicient to avoid abandonmcnt. See Hiland Potato 
Chip Co. v. Culbro Snack Foods, Inc" 720 F.2d 981, 984 (8th Cir. 
1983) (resale of returned potato chips not sufficient usc to avoid 
abandonment). Minimal use ofa mark, which usc is not part of an 
"ongoing program to exploit the mark" is insullicient to vest a 
party with trademark rights. Anvil Brand, Inc. v. Consolidated 
Foud, Corp., 464 F. Supp. 474, 481 (S.D,N,Y. 1978), citing 1il 
Societe Anonyme des Parfumes Le Galion y. Jean Patou, mc., 
~upra. 

894 F. Supp. at 533. Because the "availability ofhack magazine issucs is indistinguishable from 

such nominal, inconsequential uses," id., the court detennined that the last "usc" for purposes of 

thc slatute of limitations could not be measured with the sale of thcse back issucs, id. 

Spurlock appropriately analogizes Kusck to the facts hcre. The evidence offered by 

Spurlock establishes thal Warren's attcmpts to "exploit the mark" prior to Spurlock's lISC were 

limiled 10 his sporadic attcndance at trade conventions, wherc he would sell back magazine 

issues or Famous Monst~ paraphernalia that were in his personal collcction, and his 

consideration of a Famous Monslers colTee table book. The sale of hack Famous Monsler issucs 

is identical to the "use" offered by the p(aintiffin Kusek, which the court rejected. Any personal 

memorabilia that Warrcn may have sold from his personal collection is no different than back 

issues of the magazine. And the evidence coneeming the coffee table book demonstrates that 

Warren has yet to actually "cxploit the mark." The only acts that he has taken in furtherance of 
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the book has been limited 10 sketching ideas and talking the issue over with colleagues. As 

Kusek correctly recognizes, this lype of act is not the type Df "hona fide usc" the statute requires, 

and it is therefore not enough to avoid abandonment of the mark. 

3.	 Whether Lanham Aet Prima Facie Abandonment Presumption 
Applies 

There is a brief, but significant, disagreement between the parties as to whether the 

statutory presumplion of abandonment upon three years of nonuse is applicable here. As the 

statute is currently written, § 1127 states that "(n]onusc for 3 cousecutivc years shall be prima 

facie evidence of abandonment." At olle poinl, the statute provided for the presumption where 

there was nonuse for two consecutive years. See Emergency One, Inc. v. Am. FireEaglc, Ltd., 

228 F.3d 531, 536 n.l (4th Cir. 2000) ("Effective January 1,1996, Congress amended § 1127, 

changing the period Dfnon-usc that establishes a prima facie case of abandonment from two 

years to the presenl standard of three years."). 

The complicatiug factor in this case concerns the fact that Plaintiffs arc assertiug a claim 

Lo common law ownership of the mark "Famous Monsters of Filmland," rather than ownership 

based on a registered trademark. From a review of the easelaw and McCarthy on Trademarks, 

there appears tD be no consensus on whether the rebuUal presumption of ahandonment applies to 

common law ownership of marks. Compare KDppers Co. v. Krupp-Koppers GmbH, 517 F. 

Supp. 836,854 (W.D. Pa. 1981) ("The K-T marks are not registered under federallnw. 

Therefore the two-year discontinuance presumptiou of the Lanham Act docs not apply to 

Koppers Co.'s righfs 10 the marks."), with 3 McCarthy on Trademarks § 17:21 ("This 

presumption has even been applied to an unregistered common law trademark." (citing Miller 
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Brewing Co. v. Oland's Breweries (I 971), Ltd., 548 F.2d 349 (C.C.P.A. 1976))); Gen. 

Healthcarc Ltd. v. Oashat, 364 F.3d 332, 336 (1st Cir. 2004) (affirming district courl's grant of 

summary judgment on abandonment by applying three year nonuse presumption of abandonment 

to a common law mark). 

If this prima facie abandonment rule applies to common law marks, it is clear to this 

Court thal Plainfiffs have failed to rebut the presumption with sufficient evidence, and Plaintiffs 

therefore abandonerl the Famous Monsters mark. The presumption of abandonment serves to 

"shift the burden of produetion fo the mark owner Lo come rorwanl with evidence indicatiug that, 

despite three years of non~use, it intended to resume use of the mark within a reasonably 

foreseeable time. The ultimate burden ofper$ua~ion ... remains ... with the alleged infringer." 

ITC Ltd. v. Punchgini. me., 482 F.3d 135, 148 (2d Cir. 2007). Where the mark owner seeks to 

rebut the presumption, the evidence of tbe "mark holder's intent to resume use of the mmk must 

be [ormulaled during the three-year period of non-use." Id. at 149 n.9. 

In ITC, the plaintiff company owned several successful restaurants throughout the world, 

all named and based off of its restaurant in India named "Bukhara." ITC opened a restaurant 

with the Bukhara mark in New York City in 1986, opened another in Chicago in 1987, and 

regislered the Bukhara mark for restaurant services that same year. However, the restaurants 

only remained open for a fcw years; the New York reslauranl dosed in 1991, and the Chicago 

restaurant closed in 1997. After 1997, Bukhara did not use the mark lor restaurants in the United 

Slates and only resumed its use in 2003 for the sale ofpackaged food products. Tn 1999, .several 

former employees of lhe plaintiff opened two restaurants, which bore the Bukhara mark and wcre 

specifically designed to copy the plaintiffs reslaurants. ITC filed suil in 2003 for, inter alia, 
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trademark infringement and unfair competition under the Lanham Aet. The dislrid court granted 

the defendants' motion for summary judgment on the issue ofabandonmt:nt, and ITe appealed. 

On appeal, ITe conceded that the defendants had established tlmt the mark had not been used in 

the United Statcs since 1997, thereby triggering the statutory presumption of abandonment, but 

argued that there was a gcnuine issue of fact as to whether it intended to resume use of thc mark. 

Id. at 147. 

The court first noted lhatlTC's blanket assertion ofan intcnt to rcsume use during thc 

nonuse period wa~ insufficient to rebutlhc statutory presumption, stating that the mark owncr 

must instcad "come forward with evidence 'with rcspect to ... what outside event~ occurred 

from which an intent to n:sumc use during Lhe nonuse period may reasonably bc inferred." Id. at 

150 (quoting Imperial Tobacco, Ltd. v. Philip Morris, U1C., 899 F.2d 1575, 158\ (2d Cir. 1990)). 

ITC offered fom differenl sets of evidence in support of its intent to resume use of the mark: (l) 

overly burdensomc Indian regulations and depressed market conditions lor restaurants, "(2) its 

cHorts to develop and markct a Dal Bukhara line ofpackaged food, (3) its attcmpts to idenlify 

potential United States restaurant franchisees, and (4) its continued use of the Bukhara mark for 

restaurants outside thc United States." Td. at 151. 

As to the first, the court held that there was no evidcncc that the regulations of India were 

too burdensomc for the restaurants to operate, and that there was no evidence of a decline in the 

United States hospitality market. Id. aI15l-52. As to the second, the court found thallhc only 

evidcnce ""ithin the three-year period of nonusc was a meeting minute indicating an intent to sell 

food products under the name "Bukhara Dal," Lhough the minutes did not reflect an intent to scll 

the products in the United States or to rcsume use of tbe mark for Untied States restaurants. Id. 
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at 152. As to the third, the court held that the business proposals ITC received, with no evidence 

of serious consideration by the plaintiff, were also insullicient. Id. at 152-53. Finally, the court 

held that use of lhe mark outside the United States could not show an intent to use the mark 

inside the United States. ld. at 153. The court detennined that TTC ahandoned the mark and 

affinned the district court's grant of summary judgment. Id. 

The IIC opinion is an elTectivc guide as to how Warren failed to rebut the presumption of 

abandonment, if the statutory presumption applies to common law marks. From 1983 until 2006, 

as will be more throughly discussed below, the evidence offered by Spurlock establishes that 

Warren f<liled to m<lkc <lny "bon<l fule u:;e" ofthc Famous Monsters mark in commerce.30 

Instead, the mark was completely removed from commerce after the Famous Monsters magazine 

ceased publication in 1983. There are several three-year periods, then, after 1983 lhat this Court 

coulu iuentify for the statutory presumption. For instance, from 19::>3 until 1986, the evidence 

offered by Spurlock, and which Warren failed to rebut, indicates that there was no hona fide 

commercial use of the mark. The same could be said of any other three-year periou up to 2006. 

The only evidence offered by Warren-two attempts to protect the mark from lhird-party usc, 

Warren's occasional attendance at trade conventions to sell back issues, and his contemplation of 

publishing a coffee-tahle book-do not indicate an "ongoing program to exploit the mark" anu 

)0 Despite some argumenl by PlainliITs on lhe copyrighl ownership issue that Harris never 
owneu the rights to the Famous Monslers properties, .§.Q£ (Part Ill.A2), Plaintiffs now argue that 
Harris did become a successor-in-interest to tbe FflffiOUS Monsters mark in 1983. For eaSe of 
reference and clarity, in diseussing usage ofthe mark from 1983 until Warren and Harris came to 
a selllement around 1998, it should be presumed thaI this Court is considering the evidence on 
the record concerning Harris's usc ofthc mark during that time period. However, the evidence 
offered by Spurlock indicates that Harris also failed to use the mark, other than to register it in 
1991. As discussed below, registration of the mark is not the type of activity the Copyrighl Act 
classifies as "use" in commerce. 
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are therefore not adequate usage. 

Because Spurlock can readily cstablish a three-year period of nonuse, Plaintiffs would 

thell be required to rebut the presumption by producing evidenee that "that, despite three years of 

non-use, it intended to resume use orthe mark within a reasonably foreseeable time." lTC, 482 

F.3d at 148. Warren has failed to do so. Each piece of evidence offered by Plaintiffs only 

indieates an intent to protect the mark (not to resume usc of it), an intent to engage in sporadic 

sales ofpersonal memorabilia or back magazine issues (whieb Kusek recognizes is not bona fide 

usage), or insubstantial consideration of publishing this coffee-table book. This last piece of 

evidcnce is an important one, since it is the focus of Plain tilTs' claims of intent to resume use. 

However, the lTC court's handling of evidencc similar to what Warren olfers here, husiness 

proposals to exploit the mark that ITe never seriously considercd, indicates that simple business 

proposals or ideas do not independently prove sufftcient intent. lTC, 482 F.3d at ] 52-53 ("[N]o 

evidence indicates that lTC responded to or seriously considered these unsolicited proposals in a 

manner that would pennit a reasonable jury to infer its intent to resumc use of its Bukhara mark 

for restaurants."). Rather, an intent to resumc use of the mark can only corne from evidence Ihat 

shows a genuine and substantial consideration ofa business idea where use of the mark would be 

resumed. Warren's coffee-tahle book simply docs 110t rise to that level. 

1n sum, the evidence offercd by Spurlock would trigger the statutory presumption of 

nonuse, and Warren would bc unable to rebut the presumption with the evidence offered here. 

Therefore, if Warren's common law ownership of the Famous_Monsters mark was subject to the 

three-ycar nonuse statutory presumption of abandonment, lhe evidence on the record establishes 

that Warren abandoned the mark. 
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4. Cases Relied on by Plaintiffs 

However, as diseussed above, there is no binding precedent as to whether the statutory 

presumption applies to common law marks. The facts will be considered in the alternative under 

the general principles of abandonment. 

In support of their argument that Warren did not abandon the Famous Monsters mark, 

Plaintiffs rely on three cases: Ferrari S.rIA Esereizio Fabbriche Automobili eCorse v. 

McBumie, 1989 WL 298658 (S.D. Cal. June 1, 1989), Skippy, ~IC. v. CPC lnt'I,lnc., 674 F.2d 

209 (4th Cir. ]982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 969 (1982), and Ma"hak v. Treadwell, 240 F.3d 184 

(3d CiT. 2001). Initially, it should he noted lhat none ofthese cases conccm summary judgment 

motions. 

In Ferrari, the court granted an injum;(ion in a Lanham Act claim after trial, and found 

that the car manufacturer Ferrari never abandoned its ownership of the mark "Daytona Spyder." 

Ferrari produeed a car from 1966 to 1974 known as the Daytona Spyder. The Sypder was a very 

popular and successful model until the end of its production, when Fen·ari limited !:iales to 

replacement parts for the car!:i. While the number of cars produced was limited, the Daytona 

Spyder received high praise from ear enthusiasts and critics in books and magazines even after 

the end of production. The defendant company attempted to replicate Ferrari's design by selling 

kits that would COnvert cheaper automobiles into the design of a Daytona Spydcr without the 

Ferrari logo. The defendant argued that Ferrari had ahandoncd the mark when it ceased 

production of the car in 1974. The court rejected the defendanl's abandonment argument on the 

basis ofFerrati's supply ofrcplacement parts, its refurbishment and service of the existing cars, 

and the strong public association that Daytona Spydcr had with Ferrari. "rT]he court finds that 
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Fenati never inlended to abandon iLs rights in or use of lhe DAYTONA SPYDER trade dress amI 

bas not abandoned its ti ghts. Fcerari' s continuous usc of its trade dress has been made in good 

faith and for valid commercial reasons." 1989 WL 298658, at *1849. 

Despite Plaintiffs' emphasis on this case, it is nol sufficiently supportive of Plaintiffs' 

argument. The cvidence in Ferrari suggested that Ferrari's decision to end production of the 

Daytona Spyder was not duc to a lack of demand or an attempt to lorfcit its rights to the mark. 

Ralher, the evidence indicated that the car was a very successful model and that Ferrari limited 

the production for strategic purposes. Even after production was ended, Ferrari continued to 

maintain the cars and create replacement parts for a substantial period of time. The district 

judge, in granting the injunction, found that ferrari vigorously retained its common law rights to 

the mark despite ending production. 

The evidence offered by Warren, on the other hand, suggests an effort that pales in 

comparison to Ferrari's. Since the enu ofproduction ofFamQus Monsters in the early 1980's, 

Warren has taken virtually no action to retain his common law ownership of thc mark. Indeed, 

for almost 25 years, he has not published another issue of the magazine and has not engaged in a 

substantial attempt to sell memorabilia or anything else with Ihe Famous Monslers name. And 

though there are no "replacement parts" for Famous Monsters magazines a:; there were in Ferrari, 

Warrcn provided no eviuencc of any substantial activity that he engaged in during the pasllwo 

and a half decades sufficient to retain his righls to the mark. 

PlainliiTs also direct this Court's attention to Skippy. In that case, a peanut buller 

manufacturer, CPC, sought a declaratory judgment thallhe defendant, Skippy, Lnc., abandoned 

its rights to the mark "Skippy." Skippy, Inc. had previously produced a syndieated comic strip, 
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depicting the stories ofa child named "Skippy," and derivative products, including lunch boxes 

and books. Skippy, llle. registered the trademark to "Skippy" in 1925, and it ended syndication 

of the comic strip in 1945 when the Lmdemark expired. However, Skippy, Inc. allempted to 

continue commercializing the trademark through 1980 with limited sueecss. CPC, the plainti ff 

company, produced Skippy peanut butter and it sought to declare Skippy,lnc.'s rights to the 

"Skippy" mark as abandoned. In considering the claim on appeal from a non~jury trial. the court 

focused on several of Skippy, Inc.'s activities: "Skippy, Inc. submitted evidence showing that it 

continued to attempt to market the Skippy cartoon charader and concept after 1945, that the 

Board of Directors of Skippy, Inc. met occasionally after 1945, and that Skippy, Inc. reemerged 

as an active company after Tibbetts became prcsident in 1968." 674 F.2d at 216. On the basis of 

this evidence, the appellate court sustained the district court's finding that "Skippy, Inc. did not 

intel1d to ahandon its trademark." Id. 

SkiDPY similarly fails to sufficiently support Plaintiffs' case. Skippy, Inc. did not totally 

cease its attempts to exploit the Skippy mark. Tnstead, Skippy, Inc. held board meetings and 

retained an adveltising company in an attempt to increase its revenue. Though its attempts mel 

with limited success, it still actively sought to retain i(s right to thc Skippy mark. Once the new 

president, TibbelLs, took over, its activity became even more substanlial. Here, Warren did not 

engage an advertising agency, did not hold eorporate meetings, and made only isolated attempts 

to exploit the Famous Monsters mark in commerce. 

The final case PlaintdIs rely on is the Third Circuit's opinion in Marshak Marshak 

cOlleemed the rights to tl1e mark "The Drifters," whicb was a popular singing group during the 

1950's and 1960's. The husband of the defendant was the manager of the singing group during 
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this initial period of popularity, and he controlled the rights to thc name "The Driftcrs," which 

the defendant, Treadwell, assumed upon his death. In 1969, the plaintiff sought to reunite old 

memhers ofThc Drifters for a reunion concert in affiliation with CBS Radio. The Drillers' 

concert was a great success, and they continued to perform under that name for several years. In 

197 t, Treadwell sued Marshak for using The Drifters mark in violation of her common law right 

to the mark, but the suit was eventually dismissed due to Treadwell's lack offinaneial resources. 

After the SLlit, Marshak's group continued to perform and protect The Drifters mark. In 1995, 

Marshak initiated a suit Clgajnst Treadwell for autboring a book where she elaimcd tbat she was 

the sole owner of The Drifters mark, and the parties sought to litigate their disputes over the 

mark. At t[jal, the jury found that Treadwell had initially owned common law rights to the mark, 

but ahandoned the rights by 1976. After the district court vacated the jury's finding on 

abandonment, Marshak appealed. 

The Third Circuit affirmed the district court, agreeing that there was no abandonment 

where The Drifters' recordings were playcd on tbe radio and in the record stores during the prior 

40 years. The court agreed with tbe district court that "[a] successful musical group docs not 

abandon its mark unless there is prooflhat the owner ceased to commercially exploit the mark's 

secondary meaning in the, music industry. >, 240 F.3d al 199. The court determined tbat the 

defendant's continuous receipt of royalties and re-releasing the songs on compact disk amounted 

to a "\;onlinuous use of the mark in connection with the commercial exploitation of the group's 

recordings," where thereby created '"a strong inference of an intent not to abandon the mark," Id. 

With no other evidence to suggest otherwise, the court eonduded that Treadwell had not 

abandoned the mark. Id. 
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The Third Circuit's opinion in Marshak illuslratcs what the focu8 orthe abandonmenl 

inquiry should be. Even though Treadwell had failed to protect her mark through the litigalion 

with Marshak and others, the court explained that the true inquiry for abandonment was whether 

the owner attempted "to commercially exploit the mark's secondary meaning in the [] induslry." 

Id. Here, Spurlock has offered sufficient and uneontested evidence to show that Warren engaged 

in almost no activity that commercially exploited the Famous Monsters mark over lhe past two 

and a half decades. Other than the sale of Famous Monsters to Harris in 1983 ,md the acts in 

pursuit oflhc coffee-table book after this litigation began in 2008, Warren's only commercial 

exploitation has been occasional attendance at trade conventions to sell personal memorahilia. 

Despite Plaintiffs' reliance on the Marshak opinion, Warren's appearance at trade conventions 

clearly does not amount to, in the words of then-Judge Alito, a "conlinuous use of the mark in 

connection with the eommercial exploitation" of Famous Monsters. Id. at 199. Rather, Warren's 

peddling is more appropriately characterized as "nominal or residual use," which the Kusck court 

warned was "not sufficient Lo avoid ahandonment." Kusek, 894 F. Supp. at 533 (citing lIiland 

Po'ato ChiI' Co. v. Culhro Snack Foods. Inc., 720 F.2d 981, 984 (8th Ci, 1983). 

5.	 Evidence Offered by Plaintiffs 

Finally, Plaintiffs rely on the following pieces of evidence to support their argument that 

the Famous Monsters of Filmland mark was not abandoned: 

•	 Fl:ImOllS Monsters of Filmland continues to be associated by the public with James 

Warren and Warren Publishing. 

•	 Warren only stopped publication of Famous Monsters in 1983 due to ill health, 
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not with an intent to abandon the mark. 11 

•	 Hanis Communications paid a substantial amount of money for Warren 

Communications ill 1983, which included the rights to Famous Monsters. Warren 

latcr initiated a lawsuit against Harris in 1998 claiming ownership, which was 

ultimately settled. 

•	 Tn 1995, Plaintiffs were in a dispute with authors of a different book, MOllSters 

Among Us, afler Plaintiffs discovered that covers to the Famous Monsters 

magazine were being uscd in the book. Plaintiffs eventually settled with the 

authors agrccing tl1at they would not use the Famous Monsters covers. 

•	 Warrcn continues to consider making a coffee table book chronicling the history 

of the Famous Monstcrs Maga:£inc. 

•	 Warrcn has attended movie-monster conventions in order to sell back issues ofthc 

Famous Monsters Magazine and related memorabilia in his personal collection, 

though no specific dates have been identified for thc conventions. 

Nonctheless, these pieces of evidence, even assuming thcy are true, are insufficient to 

show a lack of abandorunenl. Once again, '" [u]se' of a mark means the bona fide usc of such 

mark made in the ordinary course of trade, and not made merely to reserve a right in a mark." 15 

ns.c. § 1127. "Minimal use ofa mark, which use is not part ofan 'ongoing program to cxploit 

the mark' is insufficient 10 ,"'cst a party with trademark rights." Kusek, 894 F. Supp. at 533. 

A rccent case from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, PBl Perfonnance Prods .. Inc. v. 

NorFab Corp., 514 F. Supp. 2d 725 (E.D. Pa. 2007) (BarLle, c.J.), is also illustrative. In lhal 

Jl Spurlock disputes this assertion.
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case, the plaintiff, PBI, was in the business of designing and selling heat and flame resistant 

fahric suitahle for firefighters' turnout gear. In 2003, PBI registered a trademark for the physical 

appearance of the heat-resistant material in "a gold hackground with a black eheckered pattern." 

Id. at 726. From 2001 to 2003, PBI advertised and distributed samples ofthc material in this 

pattern. After it became clear that a different color scheme was more appealing to potential 

customers, PBI stopped its advertisement of the pattern without having made any sale~ of that 

design. At a certain point in time, the defendant, NorFab, began selling a fabric for the same 

purposes in brown with a uarker brown eheckcred pattem. PBI alleged that NorFah's product 

amounted to unfair competition under thc Lanham Act on the basis of their trademark. NorFab 

moved for fiummary judgment on the unfair competition claim, arguing that PBI had abandoned 

its interest in iU:i mark from, at lhe very leasl, 2003 to 2007. 

After identifying the relevant principles of abandonment, Chief Juuge BarLk noted that 

PBI stopped advertising the at-issue pattern "in or before 2003." Id. at 728. Since PBI had not 

identified any other use of that specific pattern since 2003, despite asserting lhal it nevcr intended 

to abandon the mark, the court applied the three-year presLlmption of abandOlilllent. Id. at 729. 

The COllrt initially rejected PBI's contention that its lawsuit against NorFab could be useu as 

evidence of an intent to use the mark. Id. at 729 n.3. As PBI failed to show that "it has ever used 

the black checkereu pattern for any purpose since 2003" and because there was no eVidence of an 

"intent to resume its usc," Chief Judge Bartle held that PBI "failed to dispel the presumption that 

it ahandoned its rights in the design." Id. at 729. 

While acknowlcuging that the court applies the statutory presumption in PBT, there are 

tluee important points that can be taken from ChiefJudge Bartle's opinion. The first is that, in 
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spite of the fact that PBT insisted that it never intended to abandon the mark, the court still 

conduded that abandonmellt occurred. Second. the court's opinion makes an important 

distinetion hetween acts taken with the iuten110 protect rights to the mark and acts taken with the 

inccnt to make commercial lise of the mark. "The filing ofa lawsuit ... is only an indication that 

the plaintiff intends to protect its rights lo the trademark, not that the plaintiff intends to resume 

use ofthe mark." PBI, 514 F. Supp. 2d at 729 n.3 (emphasis in original). Finally, abandonment 

occurred for PBI's mark after only four years ofnonuse. 

As discussed below, the evidence offered by Spurlock, and which Plaintiffs fail to rebut, 

indicatcs that then: was 110 commercial usc of the Famous Monsters mark betwecn 1983 amI 

when Spurlock published the book. Plaintiifs are only able to point to Harris's registration of the 

trademark in 1991, which is not even a "commercial usc" of the mark. This period of nonuse is 

significantly longer than the time that ChiefJudge Bartle fonnd suffieient to establish 

abandonment. 

Though the IYC case discussed earlier was also deeided in the context of the statutory 

presumption of abandonment, its analy~is is instructive herc as well. The lTC analysis again 

indicates that courts should not accept a mark owner's blanket assertions regarding abandonment. 

Instead, courts must scrutinizc the parties' assertions and identify genuinely supportive evidence. 

The evidence offereu by Warren to rebut Spurlock's evidence, particularly the coffec~table plans, 

are not genuine and suhstantial enough 10 meel the relevant standard on aban(]onment. 

As 10 fhe evidence olTered hy Plaintiffs, though customer association of the Pamou~ 

Monsters mark with Warren may have some relevance, such cvidence does not address the 

abandonment test and does not rebut the evidence that Spurlock has offered here establishing 
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Plaintiffs' abandonment of the mark. As this Court noted in the section concerning the fourth 

fair nse fador for the copyright claim, Warren took no substantial action in pnrsuit of his 

hypothetical coffee-table book prior to the initiation of this litigation. See ITC, 482 F.3d at 152

53 (rejecting the plaintiff's contention that intent to reSnme nse was established by evidence of 

business proposals where there was no evidence that plaintiffs had taken a significant step in 

furtherance or given serious consideration to them). In addition, though Warren engaged in a 

dispute with authors who used a few covers of the magazine in their book and with Harris over 

the ownership to the Famous Monsters mark, this too is of limited relevanee to the ahandonment 

inqniry. "A lawsuit does not substitute for the required nse of the mark in the marketplace." 

PBI, 514 F Snpp. 2d at 729 n_3; see also McCarthy on Trademarks § 17:11, at 17-21 

("Ordinarily, a lawsuit against an infringing user is not a su11icient excnse for failure [0 use a 

mark. A lawsuit Lloes not substitnte for the required use orthe mark in the marketplace."). 

Plaintiffs next insist IhaL Harris's purchase of Warren Communications in 1983 for a 

substantial sum eonstitules "bona fide use of such mark made in the ordinary course of lrade." 

However, the eviLlem:·e on the record snggests that Harris never used the Famous Monsters mark 

in trade, only that Harris purehased the rights to it over 25 years ago. Thi" also says nothing 

about the use after [he 1983 purcha"e. Finally, PJain{iffs rely on Warren's sporadic attcndance at 

Irade conventions to peddle some of his personal Famous Monsters memorabilia and back issues 

of the magazine. As discussed above, this "nominal or residual nse" is "nOl sufficient to avoid 

abanLlonment." Kusek, 894 F. Supp. at 533. 

This Court can not conclUde, even taking the evidence in the light most favorable to 

Plaintiff", that Warren's occasional attendance at trade conventions, along with the other 
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activities summarized above, over a period of25 years, constitutes an "ongoing program to 

exploit" the Famous Monsters mark. ld. Thc uncontroverted evidence oITered by Spurlock 

shows that Warren's use of the Pamous Monsters mark "has been discontinued." 15 U.S.c. § 

1127. 

The samc can bc said or Warrcn's intent. Though Warren asserts that he never intended 

to ahandon the mark, 

[i]n every contested ahandonment case, the respondent denies an 
intention to abandon its mark; otherwise there would be no eontest. 
UndcrFed. R. Civ. P. 56, ... one must, however, proffer more 
than conclusory testimony or affidavits.... As this court has 
frequently said in connection with molions for summary judgment, 
a condusory statement on the ultimate issue does not create a 
genuine issue of fact. The (respondent] must put forth evidence 
with rcspccllo whal activities it engaged in during the nonuse 
period or what outside events occurred from which an intent to 
resume use during the nonuse period may reasonably be inferred. 

Imperial Tobacco Ltd.. Assignee of Imperial Group PLC v. Philip Morris. Inc" 899 F.2d 1575, 

1581 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (internal eitations omitted). Spurlock has offered compelling evidence that 

Warren acted "with intent not to resume such use" of the Famous Monsters mark. 15 U.S.C. § 

1127. In response, Plaintiffs again failed to olTcr any evidence lhat adequately rebuts Spurlock's, 

othcr lhan Warren's unsupported testimony. Tberefore, as "[i]ntent not to resume may be 

inferred from circumstanccs," § 1127, this Court finds that Warren intended to not resume use of 

the famous Monsters mark. 

As Plaintiffs have failed to rebut Spurlock's production with sufficient evidence to create 

a genuine issue of material fact on abandonment, this Court concludes that Plaintiffs have 

abandoned their right to the Famous Monsters mark. 
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6. Unfair Competition Claim on the Basis of Ahandoned Mark 

In their response to Spurlock's ahandonment contentions, PlainlilTs contend lhal 

abandonment is not an obstacle to their claim amI rely on a district court opinion in Peter Luger, 

Inc. v. Silver Star MealS, Inc., 2002 WL 1870066 (W.D. Pa. May 17,2002) (Cindrich, .T.)." In 

Luger, the courl considered a motion for a preliminary injunction 011 a dispute over brands o[ deli 

meats. A company based primarily in western Pennsylvania ("Luger-PA") operated a deli meats 

business. The company was so successful that the public associated the Luger name with high 

quality produets. In 1994, a nationwide deli company, Hatfield, purchased Luger-PA, iucluding 

the rights to use the I.uger brand. However, unly a year later, another company with the name of 

Luger based out of New York ("Luger-NY") broughl a trademark infringement action against 

Hatfield [or use of the Luger brand. Hatfield and Luger-NY eventually settled the suit, with 

Hatfield agreeing to not use the Luger brand and lo instead market the deli meats under a new 

brand name. 

In 2001, a member u[the Luger family. who used to work for Luger-PA, enlered inlo an 

agreement with a third~party deli meats distributor to sell a new brand o[ dcli meals with the 

name "R. Luger Cla:<>sics." Upon the new brand's entry into the marketplace. there was evidence 

of significant confusion among customers as to whether the new R. Luger Classics brand was 

owned by Hatfield, and Hatfield suffered significant losses in lts own line of deli meats as a 

result. Hatfield subsequently hrought suit for trademark infringement and unfair competition. 

On the motion for a preliminary injunction, the court considered whether Hatfield had 

32 Plaintiffs also rely on the Restatement for the proposition that abandonment is no 
obstacle to their claim, bul the only case cited by Plaintiffs that accepts such an argument in 
consideling the Lanham Act, and not the Restatement, is Luger. 
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ahandoned its right to the Luger mark. First, the court held that "Hatfield did not abandon its 

status as thc successor-in-interest to the goodwill of Luger-PA and its well-known product line. 

To the contrary, Hatfield undertook reasonable efforts to transition the residual goodwill from 

Luger-PA to ils own brand." 2002 WL 1870066, at "'15. However, the court held in the 

alternative that injunctive relief was warranted, "even if defendants succeed on their 

abandonment defense, in order to prevent confusion caused by the residual association of the 

Luger-PA name and trade dress with its fanner USer, Hatfield." Id. The court went on to identify 

several cases concerning a 1amily memher's use of the surname in spite of the family company's 

use of the mark. In particular, the court quoted Gamlen Chemical Co. v. Gamlen, 79 F. Supp. 

622,635 (W.D. Pa. 1948): 

A person in the employment o[anolher individual cannot withdraw 
from said employment and proceed 10 sell the same producl, using 
his own sumame which is similar to that of his former employer, 
and simulating the fonner employer's labels, advertisements and 
trade circulars where the intent to deceive the public exists. Where 
such circumstances exist, regardless of fraudulent intent, the 
former employee cannot use his own name. 

Luger, 2002 WL 1870066, at "'15. For these reasons, the court granted injunctive relief against 

the defendant family member. Td. 

Though certain quotes of the district court's opinion in Luger may seem to suppor! 

Plaintiffs' suggestion, that usc of an abandoned mark can still be challenged, the rationale of the 

Luger decision is not applicable here. The Luger mark in that case was a valuable commodity for 

which Haliield paid a significant amount. Though Hatfield was forced to stop its use of the 

mark, it continued to utilize the guodwill of "Luger" by slowly moving its customers to other 

brand names. Hatfield did not totally cease its business activities and its exploitation of the 
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market, as Warren did here. Rather, Hal1ield continued using the goodwill of the Luger mark 

anJ switching the Luger cU:5tomers over to the HatfielJ brand. in addition, the district court's 

opinion was substantially based on the fact lhatthc employee was part of the family thal 

originally owneJ the trademark, which is not the case with Famous Monsters. Finally, it is also 

important to note that the district court's conclusion on use or an abandoned mark was made in 

the alternative, after concluJing that it was unlikely that the defendant would succeed in making 

the abandonment argument. Though there were certainly strong justifications jn Luger for the 

district court's holdings, those justifications do nol appear in the record at hand, and the Lu,&er 

holding relied on by Plaintiffs will not be applied in this case. 

As McCarthy notes al the heginning of the discussion on abandorunent, "[o]nce hcld 

abandoned, a mark falls into the public domain and is free for all 10 use. While acquiescence 

may bar suit against one person, abandonment opens rights to the whole world." McCarthy on 

Trademarks § 17: I; see also ITC, 481 F.3d at 147 ("Once ahandoned, a mark returns 10 the 

public domain and may, in principle, be appropriateJ for use by other actors in the marketplace in 

accordance with the basic rules of trademark priority." (internal citations omitted)); Consol. 

Home Specialities Co. v. Plotkin, 55 A,2d 404, 412 (Pa. 1947) (recognizing abandonment as 

defense to unfair competition claim). Plaintiffs have nol offereJ any other caselaw in support of 

their argument. 

In conclusion, Spurlock's motion for summary judgment on the unfair competition claim 

will be granted. 

V.	 Plaintiffs' Motion for Sanctions 

Finally, in their Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, PlaintiITs also moved lor 
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sanctions against Spurlock for improperly denying a request for admission that is later to be 

proven true, pursuantlo Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37(e)(2). Plaintiffs claim that Spurlock 

"had no basis under the Federal Rules to rcfuse admitting to the fact that the images at issue from 

the Famous Monster Movie Art ofDasil Gogos book were copies of the covers and 

commissioned paintings from the Warren magazines." 

The Requests for Admission al issue all concerned illustrations in the Gogos Book that 

consisted of the Gogos artwork wilhollt the magazine text and overlay-in essence, the original 

artwork. The Requests sought admissions from Spurlock that: "the illustration shown on the 

bottom portion of page [J of the sof'tcover edition of the book Famous Monster Movie Art of 

Basil Gogos is a copy of the cover of Famous Monsters of Filmland No. []." Tn his responses 10 

the requests for atlmissioll, Spurlock carefully distinguishes between Ihose illustrations ill Ihe 

Gogos book that appear with the Famous Mon.~ilers overlay, and those images thal arc 

reproductions of Gogas , artwork withoullhe Famous Monsters text. Regartling those 

illustrations with the overlay, Spurlock admits that: "the illustration shown .. , is a reproduction 

of the original arl\vork of Basi I Gogos, originally reprotluced by pennission of the artisl, lbr a 

single liSe on the Cover ofPamous Monsters .. , ." As to those illustralions that appear in the 

Gogos Book without the Famous Monsters overlay, Spurlock denies the reqnest for atlmission, 

stating instead: ""The work appearing on page [] of the soHeover edition of the book .. , is an 

ori,ginal work of Basil Gogos, not reproduced [rom Famous Monsters ofPilmlanti No, [J." 

Plaintiffs claim that Spurlock's literal interpretation of the Requests lbr Admission, and 

"contorted responses" were "an attempt to thwart the very purpose of Rule 36 requests for 

admissions .. , ." 
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Rule 36 Requests for Admission arc intended "to narrow the issues for trial to those 

which arc genuinely contested." United Coal Companies v. Powell Const. Co., 839 f.2J 958, 

967 (3d Cir. 1988). The Rule states that answers must respond to the substance ufthe matter, 

speci fically admitting or denying its truth. Fed. R. eiv. P. 36 (a)(4). "[W]hen good faith requires 

that a party qualify an answer or deny only part ofa matter, the answer must specify the part 

admitted and qualLfy or deny the rest." Id. 

In light of the carlier discussion conceming ownership of the underlying Gogos artwork 

used for the magazine covers, this Court will deny Plaintiffs' motion for sanctions. For purposes 

of copyright ownership, there is an important difference between the jIlustrations in the Gogos 

Book thal copy the magazine covers, as opposed to the illustrations that copy the Gogos artwork 

that Warren used for his magazine covers. This Court can not fault Spurlock for protecting his 

rigbts hy drawing such a distinction in responding to the requests for admissions, and Plaintiffs' 

motion will therefore be denied. 

Vl. Motions ConcerDiD~ the Experts 

As this Court is granting summary judgment for Defendant on all of Plaintiffs' claims, the 

motiolls concerning the expert opinions will be denied as moot. 

O:\ClVIL 07-0RIO?!·33!)!) Warren v. Spurlock\Wllrren v. Spurlock - Memo MSJ.wpd 
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